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. ':notes and '(J!;omment
B y

Little Leonardos
~

As far as we know, the various
investigators who have been looking over the clergy have still not
turned up any Communists in
the cloth. But they have reinforced the suspicion, which we
have entertained for some time,
that a very considerable number
• of clergymen are the clerical
equivalent of what medical doctors would call quacks.
Maybe we're wrong, of course.
Maybe the seminary is the last
stronghold of the ideal of the
.. Renaissance man, the Leonardo
equally at home in any of a dozen
fields. Perhaps (we have no way
of knowing) the trammg required for the B.D. actually does
qualify a man as an expert in political science, sociology, administration, journalism, public re-
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lations, the natural sciences, the
arts (fine and practical), baseball, international relations, abnormal psychology, and literary
criticism. If so, it would seem a
waste of time and the nation's
manpower to continue to maintain the many schools and many
curricula which, by their own admission, require from four to
eight years to qualify a man for
expertness in any one of these
fields.
We suspect, though, that the
real area of competence of even
a seminary graduate is limited
and that the average clergyman
who undertakes to inform his
congregation on what is wrong
with the local city council or on
how the State Department ought
to deal with Communist China is
just shooting off his mouth. It is,
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of course, the high and £unciamen tal privilege of every American citizen to shoot off his
mouth. But it is something else
again for a man to shoot off his
own mouth in the name of the
Lord. If God holds strong political views, He has certainly been
most secretive about them and it
is surprising how widely divergent is the testimony of those who
profess to have divined His political views. The untutored layman, confronted with such conflicting testimony, suspects that
a lot of these guys are playing by
ear and getting by with it because of the popular superstitions
that surround the "Rev." in front
of their names.
This doesn't mean that we like
the sight of congressmen nosing
around in the sacristy. But we
can't get very excited about protestations that these investigations threaten freedom of religion. Preachers who choose to
espouse this or that side in a political issue must accept the consequences of such an espousal
and it is sheer hypocrisy to use
their "Rev." as a . chest-guard
against the brickbats of criticism
that are always flying in the political arena. And it's not as
though they didn't have enough
to keep them occupied in the specific work for which they have
been trained. It is our impression
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that there are still plenty of sick
souls calling for a physician,
plenty of widows and orphans
who need comforting, and plenty
of blind who are begging for the
restoration of their sight. The
clergyman who is at all sensitive
to these calls is not likely to be
tempted by other and less urgent
calls. He will be satisfied to cure
~ouls and to leave it to men more
competent than himself to
straighten out the temporal
order.
~

State Sovereignty, Ltd.
Sovereignty, like any privilege, ~
can-ies with it certain risks. The
insistent clamor for less federal
interference in the "rights" of
the states makes sense only when
it is matched by the willingness,
on the part of the states, to take
the risks that go with sovereignty.
' 'Vhat happened this past summer •
in Texas is a prime example of
logical and moral inconsistency
in the area of states rights.
It will be remembered that,
last year, there was a considerable
Texans -for- Eisenhower move- "'
ment, the rallying cry of which
was a demand for greater states
rights. Last Spring the Congress
passed, and the President signed,
a bill conferring title to the submerged lands upon the states, ,.
largely in response to demands by
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among whom one
of the mo!.t vociferous was
Texas' Governor Shivers. And
then came the drought in western
Texas.
1\ow an y morally or logically
rc~pectable doctrine of states
rights would have held that a
sovereign state would meet and
handle such a cr!Sls without
calling upon the federal government lor help. To do so would,
ol course, be expensive, but sovereignty, like ~o many other de~irable things, costs something.
The fact is, though, that Texas
did not undertake to solve the
drought problem on its own. Instead, it sent out urgent appeals
lor help to ·w ashington and the
President himself flew out to
western Texas to examine the
situation and, ultimately, to
promise as much federal help as
might be needed.
Certainly no one wants to deny
.help to those who need it. But
as long as we are talking about
principles, we must be logically
consistent. A principle, if it has
any validity at all, applies as
well in bad times as in good. If
it is to be a matter of principle
that the internal affairs of states
are no business of the federal
government, then it follows that
internal crises and catastrophes
are also affairs for the states to
deal with, without the interfer-
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cncc of the federal government.
Hut you can't have it both ways.
You can't have the states demanding unlimited rights and
privileges while refusing to accept any unpleasant responsibilitic~. And that is what the real
argument over states rights 111·
\"olve .
For years, the tendency has
been for the federal government
to mpplant the states in various
areas of responsibility, each of
which logically and necessarily
carried with it certain rights and •
privileges. State budgets were balanced and kept in balance by
throwing more and more of the
weight of costs formerly met by
the states upon the federal government. This was good politics,
Gf course, and many a state governor was able to report a· beautiful accumulated surplus at the
end of his term of office. What
he did not report was the con.cessions of power which he had
made to this or that federal
agency in return for a grant of
funds.
This magazine has an at least
sentimental loyalty to the iuea
of states rights. But let's face the
realities. More rights mean more
risk. More risk means more expense. More expense means more
taxes, a smaller surplus in the
state treasury, and perhaps even
occasional deficits. If that is what
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we are willing to pay for state
sovereignty, all well and good.
But if we are not willing to pay
the price, let us quit demanding
the privileges of sovereignty.
~

Atrocities
Like most Americans, we have
been shocked to the point of indignation by the reports of cruel
behavior which American and
other United Nations troops are
alleged to have experienced in
Red prison camps. We do not
know of anything which a moral
person could say in mitigation of
such evil behavior, but we think
that there are certain things
which can and should be said in
explanation of it.
We are only just now beginning to discover what a world
without Christianity would be
like. It has been too glibly asserted, even by Christians, that
Christianity has been merely a
spirit within certain men and
women who happened to live in
the western world and that,
otherwise, it has played only a
minor part in affecting lines of
social and cultural and economic
and p o 1 i t i c a 1 development.
Overly-modest apologists for the
Christian faith have even gone so
far as to maintain that the role of
Christianity within Western culture has been only that of a

critic, that it has done comparatively little to set the tone or detennine the pattern of that culture and has contented itself with
standing in judgment upon that
culture.
What we keep forgetting is
that the world as we have known
it for several centuries now has
been a world dominated by
Western culture. We have gone
along on the assumption that certain standards of conduct, certain ideas of moral goodness and
of ethical behavior are common
to all men, when in reality a considerable number of them are almost uniquely characteristic of
Christian lands or of lands which
have been directly influenced by
contacts with the Christian West.
Thus, we assume that an Asiatic
people knowingly violates its own
moral code when it deals cruelly
with prisoners of war or when it
wages an inhuman type of warfare. But are we really justified
in saying that such conduct violates a known moral code? Perhaps we are. But perhaps Buddhism and Confucianism and
Shinto and Hinduism and Mohammedanism actually have not
had the leavening capacities within their societies that Christianity has had in the West. Perhaps
the Geneva Convention, to take
only one example, could have
been produced only by a society
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which had been leavend by the
Christian Gospel. Perhaps the
idea of the dignity of the individual is more peculiarly the
product of the Judaeo-Christian
tradition than we had thought.
Jn short, perhaps it does make a
great deal of difference whether
a society is Christian or nonChristian.

[
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vVe came across an interesting
sidelight on this matter in a recent issue of National Geograp hic Magazine. The writer of
one of the articles in the July
issue, a Mo lem, described his
pilgrimage to Mecca. The article
was designed to present Islam in
a favorable and sympathetic light
and, generally speaking, it succeeded admirably. But it seemed
to us that the whole effect was
offset by one short and revealing
anecdote which we quote in the
a uthor's O\vn words:

At Muzdalifa we paused
long enough to gather, as
custom dictates, the pebbles
we should need for the Stoning at Mina (one of the traditional rites of the pilgrimage) ... G3 pebbles apiece.
We tried, too, to find something to quench our parched
throats; but this was not
easy. At length I came upon
a party of Yemenites who
had an oil drum of water.
"For the love of Allah", I
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cried, "give me to drink!"
They looked at me and
saw only a sweat-stained,
dirty beggar, and they shouted: "Yallahl Begone!"
I went ...
The significant thing to us is
not that the author reported an
incident that might have occurred even among Christian pilgrims, but that he could and did
report it without any indication
of disapproval ... even with a
kind of sympathetic understanding. After all, how could those
Yemenites know that he was not
only a sweat-stained, dirty beggar?

Academic Reds
We spent a solid eight hours
one clay last month reading testimony which had been presented
to Senator Jenner's subcommittee
which is investigating Communist infiltration into the schools.
We had hoped that a careful
reading of the testimony would
clarify our own attitude toward
this kind of investigating. Unhappily, it did not.
One thing. we believe, becomes obvious as one reads the
testimony of witness after witness: Communists have made
their way into some school systems and into some university
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faculties. The question is, do
they have a right to be there?
The argument often raised in
their defense is the argument of
academic freedom. But what do
we mean by academic freedom?
Certainly this much at least we
must mean: that a man competent in his field, as competence
is judged by the standards of his
colleagues in the field, ought to
be free to present the truth as he
has discovered it without interference or limitation. But it
would seem to us that academic
freedom is possible only in the
presence of academic honesty. A
teacher, perhaps more than any
other person, owes it to himself
md to his students and to society
at large to put his cards on the
table where anyone may see
them. The honest teacher is almost obsessed with clarifying his
own presuppositions and with
letting his students know what
those presuppositions are.
It may be argued that a Congressional investigating committee is not the proper agency for
ascertaining the political or
moral or social views of a teacher. We agree. But neither does a
teacher have the right to keep
these views secret if, as must be
true, they color his thinking.
This does not necessarily mean
that a Communist ought not to
be permitted to teach. It does

mean that he has no right to hide
the fact that he is a Communist.
Take a field such as economics,
for instance. Is it not obvious
that a conservative Republican, ..
a Fair Deal Democrat, a Fabian
Socialist, and a Marxist Communist would each bring a particular point of view into their teaching of Economics 51? And is it
not the right of the student to •
know from what background his
instructor is approaching the
field of economics? So also in
other fields. A teacher's private
opinions become a legitimate
matter of public concern when
such opinions color or even de- '"
termine his public utterances.

Venus Revisited
In the face of all of the painstaking research and careful tabulation of data that went into Dr. •
Kinsey's report on the sex habits
of American women, we hope
that we will not sound altogether
presumptuous if we greet its impressive array of statistical and
other information with a puzzled ""
··so what?" We do not mean to
be flippant. We would honestly
like to know what we are sup·
posed to do with these finding
now that we have them.
In the very first place, we are ~
not sure how seriously we ought
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to take Dr. Kinsey's findings. He
is supposed to have gathered information from around 6,000
women. That, it suddenly occurred to us, would be about
equal to the number of women
we have here in our little countyseat town. There is a principle
in science that one is not entitled
to generalize from insufficient
data. Are 1/lOOth of one percent
of the women in the United
States a sufficiently large number
of cases to support the doctor's
generalizations?
There is another problem involved here, too. Probably no
other area of life is so emotionally charged as is the area of sex.
Even an honest person might
find it extremely difficult to
give fully factual answers to
questions involving his sex desires and sex habits. The violence
of sex is hedged about by all sorts
of controlling devices-shame,
b r a g g ad o c i o, romanticiza~
tion, mental blocks, and whatnot.
It is still the unusual, rather than
the usual, person who can talk
freely, frankly, and objectively
about his own sex life. We have
no doubt that Dr. Kinsey took all
possible measures to secure accurate information. We doubt
the practical possibility of securing wholly accurate information
in the area of sex.
What is unfortunate about the
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report is that the popular worship of the scientific method, socalled, will undoubtedly lead a
great many people to read into
Dr. Kinsey's findings judgments
which he himself does not make
and which the statistics do not
justify. Already, we have heard
comments that this report makes
it necessary for us to bring our
moral code up to date. This, of
course, is hogwash. The moral
law is not valid because some
given percentage of people in
some given generation happen to
abide by it. It is valid because it
is true and it is just as valid if
100 percent of the people living
at any given time ignore it as it
would be if 100 percent of the
people lived up to it.
Nor are we justified in supposing that because sex has now
been "captured" in statistics it
need no longer be hedged about
with reticence. Statistics do not
change the nature of sex. It remains a passion. It can be inflamed. When inflamed, it can
lead to sin-yes, sin. It is morally wrong to deal with a passion
as though it were merely a whim
or an attitude of mind. Only a
fool or a eunuch can seriously
suppose that people can sit
around in a room and discuss sex
with the same objectivity that
they might bring to a discussion
of chess.
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And, finally, one other word
of caution seems to us to be in
order. A little secret which has
apparently escaped the serious
students of sex and the gauntfaced old maids of both sexes
who find it possible to discuss
sex "objectively" is that sex, within the wise limits of the moral
law, is one heck of a lot of fun.
It would be a major tragedy if
good, healthy, Christian people,
who have already been half-persuaded by Freud that love is a
myth, should now swallow the
outrageous notion that the sex
drive is, in men, a lashing Fury,
and, in women, a half-dead clinker which would cause little or no
trouble if it were not always being fanned by male desire. Rubbish! Sex is one good thing in a
world full of good things. Some
men smoke too much, some
drink too much, some sleep too
much, some eat too much, some
work too hard, some play too
hard, some read too much, some
spend too much time studying
sex, and some spend too much
time practising what other men
study. There is nothing good in
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this world that is not capable of
misuse or abuse. Does a rising
death-rate from cancer indicate
that we ought to revise our definition of healthy cells? Why,
then, should fluctuations in sexual behavior tempt us to redefine
moral health?
This is not meant primarily as
a criticism of Dr. Kinsey or of his
book. Scholars must study what
their talents and inclinations
prompt them to study and they
are entitled to publish their findings. The non-scholar, on the
other hand, is en titled to protection. He is entitled to know what
conclusions are warranted by a
given set of statistics, and he is
en titled to know that measurements, while perfectly proper in
scientific study, mean nothing in
the area of moral philosophy. We
regret that, here and there, Dr.
Kinsey seems to have slippet! over
from the area of science into the_ · •
area of moral philosophy. Thi
he is not entitled to do, nor is
anyone else entitled to do so on
the basis of the statistics presented in Dr. Kinsey's book.

,,.
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Ad lib.
By

ALFRED

R.

LOOMAN

How do you live to be 90 years
old or older? Is there a formula
for reaching a ripe old age and
still remaining hale and hearty.
Almost everyone who reaches
that age seems to think so. It is
true, and the insurance companies have plenty of proof, that
we are all living longer these
days._ But somehow this group
aging has not caught the public
interest, probably because it lacks
the spark that is furnished when
some individual runs up an age
record.
Well, the newspapers will furnish you with plenty of first-hand
information on how to reach 90
or more and they do it almost
every day. I am referring to the
published interviews with men
and women of 90 or 100 which
appear frequently in the press. In
every case, the patriarch gets an
opportunity to tell how he did it
Though the answers follow a pattern, they are still quite confusing. Either the person interviewed abstained completely from tobacco and alcoholic beverages, or
else a day never passed without
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his consuming a dozen cigars and
a few glasses of beer. And either
he ate sparingly and slept infrequenty, or else he gorged himself and slept around the clock.
At least on the face of the evidence, about the only clue here
is that moderation will get you
nowhere.
But take a look at the circumstances. In those cases where a
man of 90 says he has never
smoked or drank anything stronger than water, I suspect (nine
times out of ten) that the words
were put into his mouth. On an
occasion of this sort you can be
sure the oldest daughter is going
to be present before the reporter
arrives and tell father what to
say. Now in those cases where
overindulgence is given as the
key, I would guess that either the
daughter didn't arrive in time, or
else father (who had always been
moderate in all things) had a
sense of humor and wanted to
put over a joke on the reporter.
The evidence as it appears in
the newspapers is influenced also
by something else, by the person
who writes the story. Since it is
a routine assignment, neither the
editor nor anyone near him in
the editorial hierarchy is going to
cover it. The lot will fall to some
cub reporter who was born after
this elderly man was receiving a
pension. He is out to get a story
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and he knows, from everything
he has read, that stories are not
made from normal happenings.
He knows that if the man he is
to interview did everything in
moderatimt., it will be difficult to
write the lead paragraph and the
chances of getting the story printed at all are slim.
It is quite conceivable that
none of these elderly men has
ever given a reason why he attained that great age. He might
have mentioned that it was a gift
of God and he himself had nothing to do with it, but that is not
considered newsworthy by the reporter. Or he might have talked
about the way the town looked
70 years ago, how he had worked
his way up to foreman in the
plant, or how he and his wife had
started housekeeping on $10 a
week. Fortunately, the very old,
like the very young, are not bothered, as are those of us in between, by false modesty. Now
these things he has talked about
are all wonderful and human
things, but the reporter knows
they didn't follow the pattern
for stories on the aged that appeared in his journalism book.
So while the old man is talking, the reported starts to write
his story mentally, and that story
must contain some absurd statement on how to reach old age,
even if the words have to be put
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-in the form of a leading question-into the man's mouth.
If there were such a thing as a
formula for reaching a great old
age, the experience of a friend of
ours would indicate that the
right combination consists of the
Navy life plus an interest in contract bridge. This friend is Captain J.M. Ellicott, USN, Retired,
who, this month, will celebrate
his 95th birthday. In many fields
of endeavor, he is a match for
most men thirty years his junior.
Perhaps one reason the Captain remains young and active is
that he doesn't think about his
age at all. Recently he told a
group of friends, "It is very hard
for me to realize that I was born
when James Buchanan was President, Jefferson Davis was secretary of war, Abraham Lincoln
was a country lawyer, and Ulysses S. Grant was a teamster for a
tannery." Another incident gives
perspective to his age. As an Ensign he was presented to Queen
Victoria at the Court of St.
James.
If you were asked the Captain's
occupation upon first seeing him,
most likely you would take him
for just what he is, a retired
Naval officer, because there is
still the look of the sea about
him. He is short but has a look
of quiet authority that requires
no height. His walk, now some-
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what slowed, is wide-legged with
just the suggestion of a rolling
gait. The deep lines on his face
.are the marks of years of responsible command, and his weathered complexion testifies to the
many hours spent in wind and
salt spray on an open deck.
The Captain still has a command, and it is as taut a command, though backed by far
fewer rules, as that on any ship
of the line. It is not a command
to which he was ordered, but one
that he took upon himself because of an extreme interest. He
is in charge of all contract bridge
sessions at the Mare Island Naval
Shipyard in California.
Two sessions of Rubber bridge
and one Duplicate bridge tournament are held every month at
the shipyard. Despite the constant movement of military personnel at such an establishment,
the Captain has kept these sessions going for as long as anyone
around there can remember. His
duties include scheduling the sessions, organizing them, appointing chairmen, keeping a running
annual account of scores, and
personally reporting the results
of each evening's play to the Vallejo and the San Francisco newspapers. He also finds time to play
in every session and he plays one
of the most consistent games of
anyone present .
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Each session follows a pattern.
After everyone is seated, the Captain rises and either blows a
whistle or hits a chime. For no
particular reason that I could
ever find out, he blows the
whistle on nights of rubber
bridge and hits the chimes on
duplicate bridge nights. The
chimes prove to be more successful as an attention getter, because
the Captain's breath control is
not what it once was. As a result, the amount of au going
through the whistle is sufficient
only to rattle the pea (or whatever it is in whistles) but not
enough to produce a whistling
n01se.
The voice that speaks is not
loud, but it carries. It is a voice
that could once be heard by the
line-handlers on the dock alongside, or that carried to the other
side of the bridge despite a 50
knot wind. Among the announcements he makes are those regarding the rules for the night's play,
some figures on the last session,
and, when appropriate, the fact
that someone present is celebrating either a birthday or an anniversary. How he finds out or
keeps track of such information,
no one knows.
At the bridge table, Captain
Ellicott plays his own system.
The Ellicott system has much in
common with the present day

12
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Goren system of bidding through
it precedes it by many years.
Some say that it has many refinements overlooked by Goren.
Although his eyesight is far from
perfect, he does not wear glasses
when he plays, and though his
hearing is not good, he almost
always refuses to turn on the
hearing aid that he wears upon
occasion. But he still knows what
is going on and bids and plays a
game that indicates he remembers every card played in a certain hand.
One of the many things that
keeps the Captain in such good
condition is that he enjoys, and
has a knack for meeting people.
He is an ideal host, though he is
considerably more refreshingly
honest in his remarks than most
hosts would be. He has no
trouble meeting younger people
(and those are, of course, the
only kind he meets) or finding
something to say when he does
meet them, and he has retained
a remarkable sense of humor. He
had something in common with
the men who were recalled to active duty for the Korean conflict
for, after all1 he was recalled to
active duty from retirement for
the first World War.
His range of interests is wide.
When he was in his 70's, he was
writing and acting in plays which
were produced by a local little

theatre group. He enjoys taking
several trips each year to California resorts.
On the matter of reading, his.
taste is varied, and he reads more
than the average man. One night
at a bridge tournament, which
he had arranged between a Mare
Island team and the teams from
towns in the general area, he
made the announcements before
the start of play and, since he
was not playing himself, sat
down in a corner with a magazine he had brought along. He
seemed to be particularly engrossed in what he was reading
and his magnifying glass, which
he used for reading purposes, was
moving busily back and forth.
One of the players had called to
him to settle a point on a matter
of play, but there was no response from the Captain. This
was a sure indication that he was
deep into what he was reading
and that his hearing aid was shut
off. When someone finally caught
his attention, he layed the magnifying glass down and carefully
marked his place in the magazine. We had supposed he was
reading a controversial article in
Naval Institute Proceedings,
knowing his interest in that subject, so we looked over to check
the title of the magazine. It was
the latest issue of True Detective.
The Captain's health is re-
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markably good. He eats heartily
the Ia te snacks and coffee that
follow the bridge game which is
often in contrast to some of the
persons, 60 years younger, at his
table who don't eat for fear of
gaining weight or staying awake
all night. But not long ago, it
was feared that his health might
be failing, because he asked his
daughter, the widow of a retired
Army officer, to make an appointment at the Naval Hospital
for a check-up. When the doctor
completed the examination, he
pronounced the Captain fit. Not
until then was the Captain's
reason for the examination evident, for he remarked, "Good,
now I guess I can £I y back to
Maryland for a visit to my old
hometown." He didn't make that
trip, but it was not the 3000 mile
flight that stopped him. After
thinking it over, he said, "I don't
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think I'll go after all. I'd just be
bored stiff sitting around for a
week talking to those old men."
If he wanted to, Captain Ellicott could tell hundreds of stories
about his Navy career which
started a great number of years
ago at Annapolis. He had many
different types of duty and all of
his sea duty, of course, was on
coal-burning ships. Beside meeting Queen Victoria, he was presented at the courts of Spain,
Italy, and Japan. He has been
through battles, hurricanes, and
pestilence, but he prefers not to
discuss matters pertaining to himself. If you ask him a question
directly on some phase of his career, you can anticipate the response. It will consist of a
twinkle from the pale blue eyes,
a click as the hearing aid is shut
off, and the remark, "Let's see
now. I believe it's your deal."

-~-

Thus it is always necessary that the substance or person should
be good before any good works can be done, and that good works
should follow and proceed from a good person.
--MARTIN LUTHER,

Concerning Christian Liberty
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How Did the Church
Come to be Divided?
BY

ERNEST

Perhaps it is only quite rarely
that the question posed in our
title intrudes upon the thinking
of the Christian today. In fact, so
"normal" has the situation of a
divided Christendom been in the
West for the last four-hundred
years that one might turn the
question about and ask, "Why
not a divided Christendom?
Such a question, however, betrays a fundamental misunderstanding of the Church. One of
the marks of the Church as
founded by Christ is that it is
"one." It has been aptly compared with the seamless robe of
Christ, which even the crass Roman soldiers would not venture
to tear. In the early centuries of
its history it is remarkable how
the Fathers emphasized the unity
of the rapidly-spreading organism. The reformers in the sixteenth century never considered
the division a "normal" state of
affairs; the lives of Luther and
Melanchton are replete with attempts to heal the division. The
twentieth century has produced
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new influences working toward
reunion : the significant ecumenical movement which has greatly
improved understanding between
church bodies; common persecution and opposition to Roman
Catholic and Protestant churches
alike by Nazi and Communist
tyranny; Biblical, historical, and
theological studies which have explored common problems and
have suggested similar solutions.
Yet with all the centripetal forces
that have been operative among
church bodies as well as in international affairs during recent decades one cannot avoid the differences that originally produced
such deep rifts. History has a way
of perpetuating its basic features:
it is not a dead or irrelevant past
that we have to deal with, but a
past that continues its life in the
present.
We will be able to deal here
with only one of the divisions
which we pray may be healed. I t
is the division within the Church
in northern European lands
stemming from the Lutheran R e-

.
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formation. It may be well to
point out that though there were
other divisions contemporary
with this-in Switzerland, France,
and England-and following it,
still Luther's work did not result in the first great division in
Christendom. The schism between Eastern and Western
Christianity has continued since
1054; the pre-Reformation sectarian movements, e.g., the Waldensians, spiritual Franciscans,
Wycliffites, and Hussites, had all
in fact disrupted the unity of the
Church. The peculiar romanticism common in some quarters of
the Roman Catholic Church
which lauds the "unity of Medieval Christendom" is based on
an historical fiction. It is a fiction for which uncritical Protestants are easily led to fall, but it
has no basis in the actual diversity of Medieval Christianity.
Thus to the question as to why
the division had not come before
Luther, one must answer that
there had been vigorous protests
against the worldliness of the
church- Savanarola's preaching,
Boccaccio's Tales, and Erasmus'
Praise of Folly are sufficient
proof of this; there had been concerted efforts to curtail the temporal influence of the churchthe Gravamina of the German
Diets and the n a t i o n a 1 i z e d
churches of France and England
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are convincing examples of this;
for several centuries already there
had been attacks on perverted
doctrine and practical abuses the promising but ill-fated Conciliar Movement as well as Wyclif's attack on papal infallibility
and a corrupt priesthood illustrate this.
The Waldensian
Church, still active today in
Northern Italy, had already begun its protest. But it remained
for the unique historical figure
of Martin Luther to present the
basic and thorough-going challenge.
Here a word about the nature
of the Lutheran Reformation is
necessary. The Reformation was
not, as some interpreters would
suggest, primarily a political,
economic, or social phenomenon.
It was a religious movement
rooted in the struggle for faith of
a peasant's son: only after it had
advanced to a considerable extent as a religious movement
were these other forces of the age
-political, economic, social- attracted to the nascent movement to make it an expanded,
many-sided phenomenon. Originally and basically it was Luther's agonized quest for a merciful God that constituted the
Reformation movement. In this
connection we too often overlook the fact that if it were not
for the earlier Turmerlebniss in
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the Black Cloister at Wittenberg, whereby Luther came to a
new and vital understanding of
the Gospel, his protest in 1517
would have remained on the level
of externals or points of canon
law, e.g., indulgences, the free
choice of a confessor, etc. If, on
the other hand, he had not proposed a debate on Tetzel's prostitution of indulgence practice
he would have ended his days
teaching students a new theology
in the tiny, backwoods town of
Wittenberg. The two combined
in a unique way what we call
theory and practice, esse et agere.
It should be pointed out, too,
that in both these tasks it was
his work as pastor, his responsibility for the care of souls in the
Castle Church at Wittenberg,
that forced him to reconsider
matters. In the case of the Tower
Experience he arrived at an
understanding of the Gospel
which he held to be significant
for every believer; during the indulgence campaign some of his
parishioners were demanding forgiveness of sins without contrition of the heart or confession.
Moreover, Luther was convinced
that he had been led to his new
understanding by the grace and
help of God, and because of his
office as a doctor of the Church
he was called upon to proclaim
the essential meaning of the Gos-

pel. So important was his basic
Pauline discovery that he held
it was not simply of private significance. On the other hand, Luther had a profound contempt
for young men with the idea they
were born to set the world aright.
It is well-known that Luther
did not intend or even dream of
a break in the Church when he
posted his theses. As the distinguished Roman Catholic scholar
Karl Adam has said, "However,
his basic intention remained directed toward the renewal of the
old Church; it was directed toward her renewal, not toward
her dissolution and destruction."
Following his scholarly interest
in debating the indulgence issue
the great reformer was rapidly
led to condemn other abuses in
the church; m this respect his
adversaries did a great deal to
force him into certain positions.
Thus, for example, Dr. Eck
forced him to admit that the
church was not the hierarchy but
the communion of believers with
Christ at its head, and that general councils of the church could
err. Thus he was led to attack
the .supreme, inviolate authority
of the Papacy.
Many and complex factors
were involved m the religious
situation at this time. Luther was
both protected and hindered by
the political situation involved in
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the Holy Roman Empire. But the
break with Rome did not come,
strictly speaking, on Luther's initiative; he was expelled from the
church. He was threatened with
excommunication by the bull
Exsurge Domine o£ 1520; it condemned forty-one propositions
ascribed to him and gave him
sixty days to recant. Luther, however, said the bull condemned
Christ himself; as his great
treatises of 1520 indicate, his
thinking had gone too far to permit him to recant. At the end of
the year Luther burned "the execrable bull of Antichrist" together with the canon law, and
the split with Rome was complete. For the sake of Christ's
Gospel he had been compelled to
reject, through his burning of
the canon law, the legalistic institution governed by the Pope
as well as the perversions of the
Gospel. Luther was convinced
that the church that had rejected him, the hierarchically-organized structure, was a travesty of
the New Testament community
of the faithful. Yet such was his
understanding of the oneness of
Christ's body that for many
years-even to his death-he could
not think in terms of a complete
break in the church. In this he
differed from the clarity and decision of Calvin, for whom the
break was clean and complete.
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It should be pointed out that
the Roman Catholic Church we
know today-or to be more accurate for the sake of comparison
and to take that church at its
best today, the Roman Catholic
Church in Germany and Austria
-is not the same church that Luther fought against. Karl Adam
quotes Karl August Meissinger,
the Evangelical historian, as follows: " ... .if Luther were to return today .... he would be amazed to find a Roman Church
which he would never have attacked, as it is seen today. . . .
Above all he would see.... that
there still exists not a single one
of the practical abuses which
furnished the actual occasion for
his break with Rome." Certainly
in the hierarchy of Germany and
Austria one finds today men of
vision and understanding, not
the scheming church politicians
and grasping hierarchy of Luther's day. Considerable progress,
too, has been made in the rethinking of the theology of the
church, e.g., the conception of
the church, the priesthood of all
believers, understanding of the
Bible, the theology of the sacraments. The question still remains
whether the dynamic of the Gospel has free course in Roman
Catholic circles in Luther's old
homeland, but this much should
be clear, that that church has
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done much to reform itself, particularly in the last several decades. On the other hand, the judicial power of the Papacy is
more firmly entrenched than in
Luther's day; the cap-stone was
placed on this development by
the Vatican Council in 1870.
Moreover, one sees, in various
lands, an outgrowth of Marian
devotion which reached its culmination in the definition of the
dogma of the Assumption in
1950. Luther would have protested this unscriptural development more vigorously than the
Lutheran theologians of Germany have done.
Certainly a Reformation of the
church was needed in the sixteenth century. But no thoroughgoing interest in reform was evident on the part of those in au-

thority. The humanists, who
scored the abuses, did not have
the moral energy to institute reforms; the struggle would have
disturbed their much-loved tranquillity. After the materialism of
the Avignon popes the church
had turned to humanism: the
Renaissance popes were quite unable to deal with the religious
issue raised by Luther. Leo X had
stated at the close of the Fifth
Vatican Council already that the
reform of the Church had been
accomplished and that Europe
could now unite against the
Turk. When the reform came the
price, in terms of the oneness of
the Church, was high; we must
approach the situation today, as
the reformers did in theirs, m
humiliation and prayer.

-~-

I believe the holy Church, which is the Body of Christ; that is to
say, a certain congregation of all men throughout the whole
world, who agree in the Faith of the Gospel, who worship one
God the Father, who put their whole confidence in His Son, who
are guided by the same Spirit of Him; from Whose fellowship
he is cut off that commits a deadly sin.
--ERAsMus oF RoTTERDAM, fmm his CoLLOQUIEs
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HThat They All May Be One"
It is one of the ironies of history that the act which set in motion a chain of events which culminated in the division of the
Western Church happened on
the eve of All Saints Day, the day
which, more than any other in
the Christian calendar, is a reminder of the unity of the one
Holy Christian and Apostolic
Church. Who could have foreseen, at the time, that the nailing of 95 theses on the door of a
university church would eventuate in a shattering of the unity
of an institution which had survived fifteen and a quarter centuries of every kind of ill that
man can experience, which had
not merely survived but had
grown in solidarity and in power
until it could claim, with considerable justification, to control
not only the religious climate of
the Western world but also most
areas within the secular order?
And yet, in the lifetime of one
man, the unity of the Church
was shattered beyond all hope of
re-assembling the scattered pieces.
The Church, in the sense of a
united body of Christians, was
no more. In its place, there
sprang up a rank growth of sects,
denominations, synods, consist-

A Symposium by the Editors
of the CRESSET
ories, presbyteries, conventions,
and 5-year meetings, each claiming to be the true visible church
of Christ and, unhappily often,
claiming to be the only sure custodians of the truth that makes
men free.
Years of time and uncounted
stores of human energy have
been spent in assessing blame for
the division of the Church.
People outside the Church, amazed at the vast quantities of venom which servants of the King of
Love have shown themselves capable of directing toward each
other, have more often than not
turned away in disgust and
sought an outlet for their spiritual yearnings in various quasireligious activities s uch as the
pursuit of truth, the quest for
human rights, charitable and
philanthropic activities, or the
creation of beautiful things. And
so, for the past 400 years, it has
been accurate to say that the
Church has mattered progressively less in the thought and in the
life of Western man.
We are not at all interested in
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adding our notions to the many
that have already been suggested
for the root causes of the Reformation. Undoubtedly, there was
blame enough to go around to
all of the reformers, princes, prelates, and popes who were involved in the situation. This
much certainly is true, that it
would be inconceivable that one
lone Augustinian monk out on
the edge of the Western world
would have been able to shatter
the fabric of a mighty, monolithic Church if that Church had
not already succumbed to a rot
which had eaten out her inside
and left only a weak shell standing. But, as we have said, our
purpose is not to fix blame. Our
purpose rather is to suggest, from
the background of the Lutheran
tradition, lines of approach to a
restoration of the outward unity
of the Church, all the while realizing that only God the Holy
Sp~rit can so dispose the minds of
men that they might be willing
to live together in peace as
brethren.
In setting about our task, we
would first of all express our appreciation and gratitude for the
efforts of many men, from
many denominational backgrounds, who have worked earnestly and prayerfully for generations to heal the breaches within
Christendom and to help toward

the realization of our Savior's
sacerdotal prayer: "That they all
may be one". At the same time,
we would have to say for their
comfort that perhaps it is not as
important as they think that the
Church be restored as an outward
and visible organization. Certainly outward and visible unity
is a thing greatly to be desired
and earnestly to be worked toward. But the true unity of the
Church, the unity of all saints of
all times and from all denominational backgrounds in the Body
of Christ-this unity remains unbroken. Wherever men gather
about the Word and the Sacraments, there is the power of God
the Holy Spirit, drawing whom
He will into the fellowship of the
saints. Luther taught this and
his spiritual descendants teach it
to this day. And it is perhaps because Lutheranism has trusted
the power of God the Holy Spirit
to work where and as He will
that Lutherans have never seen
One Big Church as an end in itself or even as a primary goal.
One Big Church would be, to
Lutherans, a monstrosity unless
it rested upon a true unity of
spirit, confession, and practise.
Because this 1s so, Lutherans
must and do insist that outward
unity must reflect unity in spirit
and unity in confession. And this '9
brings up a matter which many
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good people, weary of theological
hair-splitting, would prefer to ignore or at least soft-pedal. That
is the matter of doctrine or, if
you please, dogma. Lutherans insist that every man and every
church body does, as a matter o(
fact, assent to a number of propositions. Men and church bodies
may differ in the importance
which they attach to their fundamental propositions but the
point is that these are the assumptions on which they base
their thinking and their living.
Lutherans contend that it is only
the part of honesty to state these
propositions clearly, frankly, and
unmistakably so that the outsider may know whether he is
willing to assent to them or not.
The alternative to this, Lutherans insist, is an empty mouthing
of words which have no substantial meaning and which any
honest man, Christian or nonChristian, would immediately
recognize as either deliberate hypocrisy or as sloppy logic.
The fact is that substantial
differences in dogma actually do
exist among (and sometimes
even within) church bodies. It is
dishonest to pretend that they are
not important. Any difference in
teaching which involves the possibility of the loss of human
souls is important. How could an
honest Lutheran, for instance,
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admit any possibility of compromise on the all-important doctrine of justification by faith
alone?
And it is just as dishonest to
attempt to conceal doctrinal differences by framing doctrinal
statements in such broad terms
that almost anyone would be
willing to assent to the wording
of a confession while still finding
plenty of room for a wide latitude of understanding. It is the
duty of Christian men, and of
Christian church bodies, to speak
so clearly that the words which
are spoken will represent, as
exactly as words can, the understanding which the speaker wants
to convey. No doubt most Protestant bodies would be quite willing to assent to the Nicene Creed
as a statement of religious truths
upon which they are all agreed.
That does not necessarily mean,
though, that all Protestant clergy·
men and theologians understand
exactly the same thing when they
speak the words, "And I believe
in one Lord Jesus, the only-begotten son of God." Since it is
known that different men hold
different views as to the nature
of Jesus Christ, the honest man
will want to state, as honestly as
he can, precisely what he means
when he says that Jesus Christ is
the son of God. It is sheer dishonesty to say, "Never mind
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splitting hairs. We all agree that,
somehow or other, Jesus stood in
some sort of special relationship
to God". We do indeed all agree
to that, but what is really important here is that we do not all
agree on the nature of that special relationship.
But who says that this is right
and that is wrong? Where, in
other words, do we find the authority for doctrine? Lutherans
maintain that the only true and
certain source of doctrine is the
Holy Bible as it is enlightened by
the working of God the Holy
Spirit. This is not necessarily to
say that God may not vouchsafe
to men special insights as they
observe Him at work in nature
or in history or in the workings
of the human intellect. But Lutheranism holds fast to the truth
that God was really and finally
in Christ, that the Word made
ilesh was everything that God
had to say to man and that, in
that sense, the Christian revelation is finished and complete.
There is no new truth to be added to it. At best, there may be
hope that gradually we shall
come to understand more fully
the truth which was manifested
in Christ. There is therefore no
reason whatsoever to suppose that
anything will be added to what
is knowable about God in this
world. Nevertheless, the writings
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of church fathers and of theologians and the traditions of the
Church may be helpful in showing how men in various times
and in various places have interpreted and understood the divine revelation. Thus, Lutherans
would say, within the vast area
of what is knowable about God
through His Word, there is almost unlimited room for growth
in knowledge. And so, while
holding fast to their conviction
that the revelation is complete,
Lutherans can and do admit the
possibility of a con tan tly developing theology.
Not all of the differences that
separate churches and denominations are doctrinal, however. In
some cases, matters of outward
form have imposed strong obstacles to union, particularly
among denominational branches
of larger religious groups. There
are those who get quite excited
about liturgical forms, about the
form of church government and
discipline, and, particularly in
the United States, about national
background and mother language. With respect to all of these
things, the Lutheran position has
always been that, within the
bounds of decency and good
order, there is ample room for a
considerable variety of liturgical
forms and church polity. Lutheranism has adapted itself to many
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cultures and lO many national stipulated occasions or receiving
characteristics. Indeed, in Eu- baptism according to some sperope, Lutheranism has for cen- cific form. Lutheranism insists
turies displayed, in each of the that the consciences of men ought
various countries into which it not to be bound in any case
has moved, the characteri tics of where Scripture itself does not
a folk-church, willing and able to clearly do so. Life, the Lutheran
adapt its outward forms to the would say, is full of situations
temper and characteristics of the which the individual Christian,
people whom it held within its under the guidance of the Word,
fellowship. This policy is entire- n1ust puzzle out for himself.
ly in keeping with Luther's tre- \Vhat one man may be able to do
mendous emphasis upon the free- without sin another man might
dom of the Christian man. In its do only at the risk of his soul.
Yery nature, Lutheranism opposes ·fhe Church, in fulfilling its
authoritarianism. The Church teaching function, may and even
does not try to revolutionize a ought to warn its children of
culture. It tries, rather, to bap- dangers involved in this or that
tize a culture so that it may, with activity or amusement. But there
all of its own distinctive charac- is only one Lawgiver and He has
teristics, become obedient to the not delegated to even His Church
Gospel of Jesus Christ.
the privilege of setting down
In some churches at least, as binding rules in cases where He
doctrine has been de-emphasized Himself has not clearly spoken.
there has been a growing empha- Lutherans insist that this freesis upon patterns of approved dom must be respected and
and disapproved behavior. The would be altogether unwilling to
result is that there are church yield up this freedom to any man
bodies which have developed a or to any organizational body.
At the same time, Lutherans
truly formidable body of sumptuary legislation forbidding all recognize that there is such a
manner of things such as smok- thing as latitudinarianism. There
ing, drinking, dancing, playing is, in other words, a tendency in
cards, attending movies, wearing men and in human organizations
shorts, or "desecrating the Sab- to push the bounds of freedom
bath". Side by side with these beyond their proper limits and to
prohibitions have gone, in some condone or even justify what
c a s e s, injunctions concerning God has clearly placed out of
titheing or attending church on bounds. Thus, while Lutheran-
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ism generally has refused to condemn drinking, it denounces
drunkenness as a sin. In other
words, Lutherans say that there
are some things which are evil in
their very nature because they
are clearly forbidden by God in
His Word, there are other things
which the experience of Christian
people has shown to be at best
useless and at worst sources of
grave temptation, and there are
a host of other things which may
or may not be sinful, depending
upon their motivation and upon
circumstances of time and place.
And so Lutheranism leaves the
problem of moral and ethical
judgment, except in cases where
Scripture speaks clearly, squarely
where it belongs-upon the conscience of the individual Christian. The Lutheran Christian has
no rule book to guide him, except the Scriptures.
One other consideration enters
into the picture, however, in this
matter of Christian behavior. In
the Lutheran view, the very fact
that the saints form a communion or a community suggests
that Christians ought not use
their freedom irresponsibly.
Aside from being bad taste, it
would, in the Lutheran view, be
poor Christianity for a Lutheran
to assert his Christian freedom to
smoke by blowing smoke into the
face of a Methodist minister. One

of the privileges that arise out of
Christian freedom is the privilege
of foregoing one's rights and
Ireetloms for the sake of fellowChristians who feel less free. Like
any community of human beings,
a church may properly establish
certain minimal rules of discipline for the sake of decency and
gootl order. So long as these rules
do not violate a Christian's conscience, he ought to conform to
them for the sake of harmony
and peace within the community.
To sum up what we have said
up to this point, then, we who
stand within the Lutheran tradition join with our fellow-Christians in all denominations of
Christendom in hoping and praying for the reunion of the
Church. But we insist that it
must be an honest union of
hearts and minds-hearts obedient to the same Lord and minds
agreed upon the nature and the
meaning of His revelation. We do
not insist upon any over-all conformity to this or that liturgy
nor do we maintain that any one
form of church government is essential. We do insist upon the
retention of every measure of
freedom which our Lord has
given us to enjoy within the limitations of His law, but we are
willing to go along with reasonable .rules of discipline for the
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sake of peace and good order
within the Church.
It would be our hope that, if
unity could be achieved within
the framework of these considerations, each denomination would
bring to this reunited body of
Christians the best which it has
developed within its own heritage. Long- established church
bodies do build up admirable
cultural heritages and there is
much that each of us could profit
from receiving from the other.
We would, very briefly, indicate
just a few of the contributions
which we think Lutheranism
might offer to a reunited Church.
In some cases, these contributions
are not unique to Lutheranism.
In other cases, we honestly believe that they are at least more
characteristic of Lutheranism
than of other branches of Protestantism.
High on the list of such contributions, we would place the
rich heritage of hymnody which
Lutheranism has gathered and
conserved through the years, particularly, of course, in the
chorale. There may be some exaggeration in the statement that
"the Reformation sang its way
across Europe" but the statement
points up the observable fact that
Lutheranism has been able,
through its music, to convey its
religious message to people who
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would undoubtedly balk at sitting through sermons or reading
books on dogmatics. This heritage has, of course, become a part
of the heritage of all Christians.
But it has been particularly
nourished within the Lutheran
tradition.
A second contribution which
we believe Lutheranism can
make to the Church at large is
a spirit of intellectual freedom
which grows out of the Lutheran's captivity to the Word. The
Lutheran starts with the firm
conviction that the truths which
men must know for the salvation
of their souls are fixed, unalterable, and clearly revealed. Beyond these truths lies the whole
of God's universe, inviting the
curious minds of men to explore,
to evaluate, and to try to understand. The human reason is
therefore, in the Lutheran view,
a wonderful gift of God to be
employed freely and without fear
within its proper area of competence. And that area of competence is an amazingly wide
one; indeed, its limits are fixed
only at those points where Scripture plainly says, "Thus saith the
Lord". How very wide an area
of operation this leaves for man's
reason can be properly appreciated only by those who have enjoyed the freedom of inquiry
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which they have experienced
within the Lutheran tradition.
Perhaps this very emphasis
upon freedom of intellectual activity is responsible for the great
emphasis which Lutherans have
placed upon education, at every
level but particularly at the critical elementary level. Lutheranism at its best has insisted that
men must be prepared to live as
free and rational beings within
the context of the divine revelation. It was therefore necessary,
on the one hand, that children
become intimately acquainted
with this revelation as it is contained in the Scriptures and that
that they be well-grounded in the
doctrines which derive from this
revelation. On the other hand, it
was equally necessary that children be taught how to use the
processes of their reason, guided
by the Word, in approaching
problems which arise from day
to day in the living of a life. Lutheranism, from the very beginning, has had an intellectual content which could be transmitted
only through intellectual training. The church and school have
stood side by side in Lutheran
communities, not as separate institutions maintained for different reasons but as the two essential components of the same institution.
On the institutional level, it

should also be noted that Lutheranism has shown a great interest
in institutions and agencies of a
welfare nature. To a certain extent, this interest may reflect the
total cultural setting of the countries and national groups which
adopted the Evangelical faith.
But there is something else involved here, too. The Lutheran
who begins to understand what
it means to be truly free begins
to understand also how compelling are the responsibilities that
accompany this freedom. His is
not merely a freedom from something. It is rather a freedom to
something-a freedom to become
every man's servant and thus, in
his limited way, to imitate the
attitudes and conduct of his
Savior. Service to one's fellowman, in such circumstances, is
not drudge work to be done in a
kind of desperate attempt to win
the good will of a demanding
God but rather a work of gratitude offering some limited opportunity to glorify a good and
loving Father.
The last contribution which
we would mention from among
the many that might yet be suggested lies in the area of sociology. Martin Luther rescued marriage and the family from the
position of near ignominy into
which it had fallen and re-asserted the fundamental importance
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of the family as the basic social
unit within which the father
stood as king and priest of God
and the mother was restored to
the dignity of a minister o£ God,
fulfilling her vocation in the
daily duties of her work in the
home. It has been said by one
writer that if Luther had contributed nothing else to the
Western world, the pattern of
home life which he established
in his own household and which
has come down the years as an
example to later generations
would still represent a major
contribution to Western culture.
In Lutheranism, as elsewhere,
the home has been buffeted and
shaken but it still persists and
has demonstrated its ability to
absorb new ways without recklessly discarding old and proved
ways. There is a stability in the
Lutheran home at its best, and
a dignity conceded to each of its
members, which, while perhaps
not unique to Lutheranism, still
remains characteristic of Lutheranism.
It is our hope that, in atemptting to set forth frankly the
grounds upon which Lutheranism could see the possibility of
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re-establishing the unity of the
church and in attempting also to
suggest what Lutheranism might
be able to bring to that Church
out of its own heritage, we do
not seem to suggest that Lutherans would be willing to join with
other Christians only by absorbing them into its own culture
and polity. We are aware of
great contributions which could
be made to a re-united church
out of the Anglican tradition, out
of the Methodist and Calvinist
and Baptist traditions, out of the
Pentecostal tradition and many
others. It is because we believe
that Christians of all denominations have something to offer to
the communion of all saints that
we have undertaken to set forth
what we believe we have to offer
from the background of our own
tradition. Perhaps the first step
toward reunion ought to consist
in offering to each other what we
hold good and would wish to
share, rather than in seizing upon
points of difference which serve
us as shibboleths and which we
are unwilling to re-examine with
charitable hearts and honest
minds.
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A Place for An Old Man
By

WALTER RIESS

It was a glum, cold September
afternoon-and a: Saturday-when
my wife and I saw the old man
shuffling down the gravel road
toward our house. He was dressed in a close-fitting black suit,
and his gray hair refused to stay
under his small black hat. He
looked tall, and very thin, and
quite dignified, and for awhile
it seemed as if we were living in
the 1890's.
We went out to meet him, of
course, and he held out a waferthin, wrinkled hand to greet us.
His name, he said, was Louis
Scherdt, and he had come to give
our church something.
He fingered slowly, patiently,
through an old, bulky wallet and
found a ten-dollar bill. "I want
to give this to you," he said, "because I have not been much in
church."
I asked him if he had been a
member of our church before my
time. He shook his head. He had
just visited us once or twice before, and then he had found it
impossible to get here again. "I
am a member of Trinity Church
in Saline," he said, "and that is

too far for an old man to walk.
So I want to give you this."
He came into the parsonage
with us, and took a seat in a
modern sofa chair, in which he
appeared altogether uncomfortable. We learned that he was a
Lutheran from infant Baptism,
that he had held membership in
several country churches before
joining Saline's thriving congregation. Now he was in East Ann
Arbor, living with relatives, and
separated from all of his old
churches.
He had been a farmer until old
age forced him to quit the soil.
Already as a boy he had gone to
church regularly with his parents
and helped to handpump the
organ and talked the crops
through with the men who
gathered after services. He was
an original founder of an old
country folk church.
He told us this in a halting,
incoherent manner, and it was
easy for us to see that he would
have given much to be back in
the country. His gift to our
church did not indicate, I gathered, his allegiance to our congregation. It was, rather, a me-
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moria! to times and churches
past.
"Why don't you," I asked,
"place your gift in the collection
plate tomorrow morning?"
"Yes," he said, "but I do not
know if I can come to church. It
is a long walk from Kimberly
Road. I-I just wish to give the
money."
"Would you come tomorrow,"
I said slowly and loudly, "if we
drive over to get you?"
The question surprised him.
He evidently did not expect this
concern over an old Lutheran.
And he knew he had to come.
"Yes," he said, "yes, I will go
with you."
Later, on the way to his home,
I urged him to become a member of our church by transfer.
Since he now lived over thirty
miles from his house of worship
in Saline, Trinity Church would
not object. I promised him that
I would call his pastor, and that
I would have someone from our
congregation pick him up every
Sunday before services and take
him home again.
"Do you want," he asked, "to
be bothered by an old man? I
shall come whenever I can manage."
"No," I said as firmly as I
could. "We want you every Sunday. We want you to join us."
"All right," he said with al-
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most no expression. He could not
understand why I had pressed
the matter so swiftly. But he was
a little pleased, I think, that the
church wanted him, and he was
too tired to argue.
I was a little perplexed myself,
as I returned home, · to remember
the words I had spoken. I had
never urged anyone else so fervently to join the church. It had
always been my belief that people
should want the church before
they joined spontaneously.
But in this case, it was the
church that w a n t e d Louis
Scherdt badly.
At the first moment of our acquaintance, I remembered my
summer vacations in the farm
country near Auburn, Michigan.
The people in that community
had a red brick church with a
towering steeple, and every Sunday morning the somber bells
called for at least five urgent
minutes. All of us would sing the
German hymns with a vigor. Invariably I enjoyed the singing immensely even if I didn't understand the words. While the huge
clock on the balcony ticked with
a lulling rhythm, Rev. Fred
Ruthkowski spoke on his text
humbly and quietly. I cannot recall him becoming violent in a
single sermon, and I cannot remember violence ever being
needed. He was ' I daresay, a man
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of stable, solemn mood, and I
learned to love him tremendously for it. No matter what strife
threatened to split his congregation, no matter how derisively
his members could (and would
on occasion) talk about him, he
kept his pulpit and his parsonage a place of solitude and
warmth and faith. And eventually some of his magnificent spirit
transferred itself to his people.
For they became more humble
and quiet as time went along,
and they learned the first lessons
of Christian love, and they cared
to think about their religion a
bit through the week. And despite the fact that they disagreed
with Rev. Ruthkowski on some
facts, they usually managed to
say a charitable word for him
too. The people of the Auburn
church were heart-and-soul Lutherans. They believed in the
rightness of their religion, and
nothing short of an earthquake
(if that) could bring them to
question that faith. They were
givers and permanent members.
They wanted their church and
they fought for it.
Somehow, then, I recognized
in these farm folk a healthy Lutheran strength. And, as the years
passed, I witnessed with much
sorrow the passing of their attitudes. I began to meet Lutherans
who continually held an eye out
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for other churches and other
creeds, whose faith seemed more
intellectual than spiritual. I detected a questioning spirit which
would have been entirely good
had it been influenced properly
by a rigorous spiritual background, but now, in its setting of
sheer curiosity and sarcasm,
seemed quite vicious. Later, when
J became a pastor, I found that
my observations had been all too
correct. So many of my members
were living on the outskirts of
their church.
That's why I asked Louis
Scherdt to come into our congregation. He represented to me the
Lutheran stalwart I had known
in my childhood, and had come
to admire firmly. He is still, in
my imagining, one of the farmers
standing after services in Auburn
and talking over the crops, and
I wish with all my heart that he
could start some movement like
that at our chapel.
Of course, he is too old to take
an active part now in the activities of the congregation. Perhaps
he will be unable to convey even
a taste of his church faith to the
rest of our members. But he will
be with us on Sundays, my wife
and I will see to that. We're going to make this church his place
as long as he is willing to come.
We need him, and his kind, desperately.
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Rev. Ruthkowski, and many
ol his members, have long since
gone to their eternal home. The
ranks of the staunch, content
ones are thinning, and we are
raising few such solid members
to fill the vacated pews. We are
a busy body of pastors, energetically pushing doorbells and making surveys and publishing bulletins and letters. We have led our
members into a ceaseless round of
Ladies' Aid Socials, Harvest Suppers, Men's Club Picnics, Finance
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Drives, Meetings and Bazaars.
And in the process we stand the
danger of losing the warm, steady
pulpit and the relaxed parsonage
study and the black-suited layman with the child's faith.
People like Louis Scherdt, by
their mere presence with us, can
remind us of traditions we should
not wish to lose. We do not want
his money, or his efforts. But we
do want him around-to keep us
where we belong.

-~-

THE SOUND OF THINGS
...

I love
I love
I love
I love
Along
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this quiet street;
the shade of trees;
the summer breeze.
the sound of feet
this quiet street.

The distant sound of time
Across the city sings.
The hour recedes - then brings
An echo of its chime;
The sound of things - in rhyme.
--MINNIE KAARSBERG
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A Brief for the Unconventional
By

"WALTER SORELL

"Picnic" by William Inge was
chosen as the best play of the
season by the critics for the
Drama Critics Circle Award and
has won the Pulitzer Prize to
boot. It seems to this reviewer
that "Picnic" was the third best
play of last season, but that, on
the other hand, the judges seemed to have no other choice. For
them it could not have been a
picnic to finally agree on an artistically unexciting play.
But Arthur Miller's "The Crucible" - although thematically
a n d dramaturgically towering
high above the "Picnic"-had the
odium of a hidden political message and it is apparent that today
even literary judges shun to dissent. And one of our greatest
poets among the dramatists, Tennessee Williams, was careless
enough to write a play which did
not fit any formula, which puzzled the critics, infuriated part
of his audience and drove the
other part into enthusiastic
frenzy. Both "The Crucible" and
"Camino Real" are better, or at
least more interesting, plays than

·'Picnic." But both are controversial.
l\llost people do not seem to
grasp the basic idea of theatre.
They consider it erroneously a
branch of the entertainment industry. Entertainment, however,
can only enter, at best, as secondary consideration. We need not
go all the way with Friedrich
Schiller who held the theatre a
moral institution. This has often
led to mere editorializing. But, as
ever, we find the best definition
of idea, purpose and task of the
theatre in Shakespeare whose
Hamlet tells the players:
"The purpose of playing,
whose end, both at first and
now, was and is, to hold, as
'twere, the mirror up to nature; to show virtue her own
feature, scorn her own image,
and the very age and body of
the time his form and pressure."
"The Crucible" comes pretty
close to the full realization of
every point in Hamlet's definition. This became even clearer
with a second version of the
cirama which Arthur Miller
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&taged himself, without scenery,
using only light, space and a few
props. \Vith the elimination of
the realistic sets, the imagination
of the spectator was challenged
and the emotional impact of the
play became more obvious. The
tragedy of a man and woman
whose devotion to each other is
harassed and endangered by the
remembrance of an infidelity
shows human nature at work in
a most moving manner. And the
tragedy of time, with its whipping horror o[ mass hysteria
caused by witchhunt, is excruciating.
"Camino Real" is an altogether
different case. Here, the mirror
held up to human nature and to
our time reflects images which
can only be taken as symbols, but
as such they have the power to
magnify and to intensify reality,
to strip it-not only to its skin,
but to its core. Tennessee Williams' attempt to get beyond the
utter nakedness of life while
painting it gives his play an
eerie x-ray quality with surrealistic overtones. Realizing that he
will be little understood, Mr.
Williams wrote in The New York
Times before the opening of his
play that "Camino Real is nothing more nor less than my conception of the time and world
that I live in."
Whoever has followed Tennes-
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see \Villiams' career must know
that he takes a rather dim view
of life, at least in the world he
creates [or us. His characters are
:11 ways somehow lost in life, completely frustrated, trying to save
themselves by substituting a
dream world of their own for
reality, or they escape into a
merciless cruelty, or into a passion which leads nowhere. All
we saw in "The Streetcar Named
Desire" and in "Glass Menagerie" was recreated for us in a
nightmarish mood in "Camino
Real." In Tennessee Williams'
new play the tone-from the very
beginning-is that of muffled
shrillness, the discord of powerless desperation, a world with
three exits which lead to death,
to nowhere, or across a great
desert into unknown mountains.
His characters are not real, they
are symbols and behave as such:
Casanova and Camille at the end
of their careers, a young American named Kilroy, Lord Byron
and Don Quixote, g y p s i e s,
thieves, beggars and harlots; in
short, Tennessee Williams tries
to give us a cross-section of life,
but shows it to us, after a deliberate choice, in an unconventional way. His Daliesque method
puzzled many. And the fact that,
however he looked at his world,
he saw little more than negation
and despair, horrified even a
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greater number of his audience.
If there is a message in this
play, then it must be the question
which he asks continuousl y:
"Can man who finds himself in
a blind alley today, save himself?
And is he or the world which he
built worth saving?" The answer
he gives himself is that of a man
who holds little, if any, hope for
man. But there is still Lord
Byron whose fighting spirit and
dreams are unbroken and who
dares cross the desert in order to
reach the land, if there is any,
beyond the unknown mountains.
And there is still Don Quixote
who substitutes chimeras for
reality, but whose belief makes
even the water gush forth again
from the dried-out fountain.
I admit it is a dim view of life
Tennessee Williams takes and he
gives us a slim margin on which
to survive. He presents this view
in a freakish but highly dramatic
manner, m i x i n g tragic with
clownish effects. One can blame
Mr. Williams for having written
a scorching play of negation
(which may be even confusing in
parts because of its surrealistic
overtones), but one must grant
him that he has written a stimulating, poetic play that aroused
more heated debates than has any
other play for many many years.
·we must be grateful for it.
"Picnic," the choice of the
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judges, is a conventional mood
piece by the author of "Come
.Back, Little Sheba." William
l nge explained how it all started.
" l remembered the feeling of a
summer eve ning, the women sitting on their front porches, the
feeli ng of peace, their delight in
their small talk." He caught the
mood of these women who, like
in a fortress, wait for something
to happen. T he deus ex machina
emerges in the person of Hal, a
h andsome young athlete, who
ma y appear strong but is weak
and frightened inside. His intrusion among these lonely women stirs up their demand for
love. \ 1Villiam Inge shows the reaction of these women to their
suddenly awakened sex urge. The
most beautiful girl in town leaves
h er rich fiance and follows the
intruder into uncertainty. This
aspect of the plot looked to me
like a reversed Cinderella story.
The characters are well drawn,
but the play has little meaning. It
was very often downright embarrassing to see these sex-crazy
women cry out in their loneliness.
I was very depressed when I
left "Picnic." I was more depressed by it than by "Camino
Real" which was supposed to depress me. But there I felt the
p ulsebeat of a poet, an impression which eluded me a t "Pic-
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nic." The play i still the thing
which depends on the writer .
,\ntl how very much a great playwright can do with the most mediocre plot was proven by the
old s tag e magician Bernard
Shaw. One of his minor plays,
"i\Iisalliance," turned into a major success. This play is a skilful
m ixrure of a discussion play with
a farcical comedy. Though it is,
on the surface, a play about the
misalliance between the rich
English middle-class and the aris.tocracy, it is, in fact, a play of
children vs. parents, as Shaw's
preface to the published version
(which he called "Parents and
Children") indicates. He collecteel a great many plot ideas which
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he skilfully put together; and
whe never the "discussion" of his
characters had to be stopped a
commedia dell' arte kind of harlequinade continues on the stage.
In other words, while he discusses everything worth-while discuss ing and hits his mark well, he
continues to spin his light farcical plot idea. Only Shaw could
do it and get away with a wonderfully entertaining play. The
deeper sense of what he has to
say is blended with the nonsense
of the plot to such an extent that
one does not notice the trick of
the magician and watches him
perplexed, amused and with halted breath to the final curtain.

il

Eternal truth, though at times it degenerates into superstttton,
is far better than that cold, sceptical, critical tone of mind, which
has no inward sense of an over-ruling, ever-present Providence,
no desire to approach its God, but sits at home waiting for the
fearful clearness of His visible com ing, whom it might seek and
find in due measure amid the twilight of the present world.
--JOHN HENRY, CARDINAL NEWMAN,

Oxford University Sermons
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Letter from
Xanadu, Nebr.
Dear Editor:
We've got a rather ticklish
problem on our hands in the
congregation. I'll tell you the
whole story and you can see that
it's not easy to decide what we
ought to do.
About ten years ago, the
daughter of one of our best families here in town (we'll call her
Millie, which is not her right
name) all of a sudden picked up
and ran off with a married man
from Alph River Junction. Millie
was only about twenty at the
time, I guess, and this guy she
ran off with must have been close
to forty-five. He was pretty well
off and I guess he and Millie
lived pretty high for several
years. Her folks took it pretty
hard, as you can imagine, but
they kept writing to her until
finally they lost track of her
about seven years ago.
Well, about two weeks ago, the
old folks got a telephone call.
Millie was in Omaha and wondered if they would come over
and get her. So they went over
and gqt her and brought her
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back to Xanadu and as near as
I c:-tn make it out, the story goes
something like this.
Jt seems that the guy Millie
had nm off with ran out on her
when he found out that they
were going to have a child. This
was about four years after they
had left Nebraska. Well, Millie
had the child but she was
<~shamed to let her folks know
about it and none of the friends
that she and this guy had run
around with seemed very interested in her after he pulled out,
so she had to put the child in an
orphan's home and go out and
get a job. Of course, Millie had
just a high-school education and
her folks had always looked after
her at home, so there wasn't
much that she was really able to
do. I guess mostly she knocked
around from one restaurant to
another, mostly as a waitress.
Meanwhile, she sort of fell to
pieces - started drinking and
wasn't too particular about who
she drank with and that sort of
thing, you know. After a couple
of years, somebody adopted her
kid and she has no idea where he
is now. And all the while, of
course, Millie was all on her own.
She couldn't write to her folks
because she was ashamed of what
she had done and she didn't
want them to know what a mess
she had made of things. And
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there wa n't anybody else she
could turn to.
Finally, I guess, she just pulled herself together and faced the
(act that she had really loused up
her life. So she went to see one
of our preachers in the town
where she was and I guess he
must have been a pretty liberal
sort of guy because he encouraged her to get right in the swing
of church liCe, just like she was
anybody else, and I guess he arranged to get her a decent job in
a clean restaurant and pretty
soon she was a kind of wheel in
church life.
Well, to cut a long story short,
she finally got up enough nerve
to try to get in touch with her
family again. She was afraid to
write because she thought that
she might get cold feet if she
wrote that she was coming out to
see them, so she just got on a
train for Omaha and called them
(rom there.
So that's where we got our
problem. When Millie found out
that her folks were still for her,
she decided to stay on in Xanadu
and, of course, she wanted to
come back to the church, Well,
of course you can't keep anybody
from walking in the door and
sitting down, but then came the
question of communion. Zeitgeist
had heard about her past, so he
felt that he ought to take the
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matter up ,\·ith the church council before permitting her to take
communion. That puts the problem in our laps, and frankly I
don't know what to do.
Tone of us want to bully Millie, naturally. But you can't just
let a person do the sort of things
she did and then take her back
when she finally comes to her
senses without seeing to it that
she makes some kind of amends
for her sinful behavior. We have
wives and daughters of our own
to think of. They must see in
Millie an example of the wages of
sin. If we let her off without any
sort of penalty, other young girls
in the congregation might be
tempted to try the same thing.
As I say, I don't quite know
what we ought to do, so I
thought that maybe your readers
could help us decide. As of right
now, we have sort of halfway
agreed that we would tell Millie
that she has to stand up in front
of the congregation after church
on a Sunday morning and make a
full confession of her sins and
then we will know that she is
serious about wanting to make a
fresh start and the congregation
can vote on letting her take communion again. But Zeitgeist says
that this might be too much of a
strain on her and he thinks it
would be enough if she made a
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full confe&sion in front of the
council.
Like I say, 1 don't know the
answer and 1 would appreciate
any help you or your readers
could give us. We've had plenty
< hurch
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sinners in our congregation
during my time but this is the
[irsl time any of them has repented.
Sincerely,
G. G.
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SONNET
One more mi sfortune in the life oE man,
One more event to make his joy less certain,
And he must rest beneath the fallen curtain,
A thought extinguished and a shattered plan.
But never is it so contrived that he
hould be relea eel into nonentity.
A task perfunctory and meaningless
Num bs all hi s se nse but that which feels distress.
Weaving in length a swathe that binds his eyes,
His purpose ails in crossing warp with weft,
Till pausing, h<llf-aware of his disguise,
He fumbl es awkwardly with what is left.
Spirit of Truth! appear and fast unseam
The complex fabric oE this mortal dream.
TERENCE HEYWOOD
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AND M U S IC MAK ERS
Some Thoughts on Church Music

By

..

.

..

WALTER

Anyone who undertakes to
write about church music is sure
to become the butt of a thousandand-one objectors and an equally
large number of objections.
Let us assume that you are an
advocate of what are commonly
known as gospel hymns. You are
convinced, let us say, that the
melody of The Old Rugged Cmss
is as potent as it is beautiful and
appealing.
What happens when you put
such an opinion on paper?
Many will tell you that the
melodic quality of all gospel
hymns is sometimes banal and
sometimes tawdry. To the i r
thinking, such music is altogether
unworthy of the sublime purpose
for which it is used.
O n the other hand, many will
sing your praises for taking up
the cudgels for the gospel hymns.
They will declare that melodies
like that chosen for The Old
Rugged Cmss and dozens of
songs of its type touch the hearts
of thousands of worshippers as no
other music is ever able to do.

A.
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Therefore, they conclude, such
tunes are, in countless instance~,
ideally suited to perform the
function for which they were
written .
If you make bold to state,
" Th e Old Rugged Cmss and numerous tunes similar in character are, in the final analysis, poor
music," you may be confronted
with an argument something like
this: "Maybe The Old Rugged
Cmss is poor music from a scholar's point of view. But must
the intrinsic character of church
music be determined on the basis
of scholarship? Is it not proper to
make efficacy the deciding factor?
"Besides, it is not even true
that a tune like that designed for
The Old Rugged C1·oss never
finds favor in the eyes of those
who are reputed to be scholars.
Can you deny that even p undits
have their blind spots-and frequently differ radically among
themselves? Tell us, please, j ust
what norm-or norms-you use to
determine whether a melody is
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completely in accord with what is
known as scholarship. Mind you,
·we are not talking about tunes
which, in the ma tter of construction, throw symmetry to the
'rinds; for we grant that to most
listeners such concoctions are
bound to be ridiculous and often
downright offensive. But The Old
Rugged Cross is built with a
proper regard for the beauty and
the potency of symmetry. From
what may be called an architectural point of view, it is perfect.
·w hy, then, would anyone pronounce it poor music?"
What is your answer? Scholar
or no scholar, you will be forced
to state that there is such a thing
as taste.
But what is taste? When is it
good? When is it poor? Why is
it good? Why is it poor?
II you have been brought up,
so to speak, on music written by
those whom the world at large
acknowledges as masters, you will
say: "The Olcl Rugged Cross and
tunes like it are, in their intrinsic
nature, so alien to what I am accustomed to that the very
thought of hearing them leads to
an instinctive rebellion in my
mind. They are utterly and irreconcilably foreign to the type of
taste which I consider to be the
best."
Those who object will declare:
"Granted. But do you not admit

that tas te i · determined by background? You rebel at The Old
Rugged Cross and similar tunes
because, as yon think, masters
1ike Bach, Beethoven, Brahms,
i\[oLart, Schubert, or Schumann
"·ould n ever have written such
mel odies. But what would you
say to us if we were to show you
some tunes by Bach, Beethoven,
Brahms, ?\Iozart, Schubert, or
Schumann and state flatly that,
to our thinking, they are not one
whit better, in intrinsic quality,
than Th e Old Rugged Cross?
, \[ter all, some of those who like
The Olcl Rugged Cmss are equal1y fond of the best things the
mas ters have written. The mere
fact that a composer happens to
be acknowledged and revered as
a master is no ironclad guarantee
that nothing banal or tawdry
ever came from his pen."
Well, just what would you say?
Would you be out on a limb?
Would you be hopelessly
"stumped"?

..

Something for Everybody
Perhaps you would consider it
entirely proper to state in all
frankness: "I agree wholeheartedly that the strangely undefinable
thing known as taste is the pro- ..,
duct of background. But, curiously enough, the same background
can, and does, lead to a variety ._,.
of tas te~. Consequently, church
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perform its true function in as many cases as possible
-to ~pread out its purpose and
its efficacy as widely and as wisely as can be done-must take this
inescapable truth into account.
In consequence, it must provide
something for everybody.
"Church music dare not slight
those who have varying tastesvarying tastes determined either
by different backgrounds or by
the same background. Furthermore, it dare not overlook those
who, for one reason or another,
have no musical background
whatever. It must serve even in·
dividuals who happen to be tonedeaf. To do its work properly
and in the greatest possible number of instances, it must be manysided in character as well as in
quality. It must recognize, and
act according to, the undeniable
fact that some church-goers take
no pleasure whatever in, let us
say, the melody used for 0 Bleeding Head and Wounded but respond with unstinted enthusiasm
to a tune like that designed for
The Old Rugged Cross."
But other objectors are bound
to be up in arms. "Do you advocate a hodgepodge?" they will
ask. "Is it not eminently desirable to have uniformity?"
What could you say? Would
you settle the matter by grounding your own we(lpons and st:lt-
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ing with an air of finality: "You
win. A hodgepodge is not beautiful. But uniformity can make for
beauty. Therefore the church
should concentrate on only one
kind of music, and every churchgoer must be either educated or
re-educated to accept, and, in the
long run, actually to like, the
melodies it adopts for general
use."
In my opinion, you would be
settling nothing at all by taking
refuge in such a conclusion.
Naturally, if a church body is
managed by autocratic control, it
is easy for "the powers that be"
to dictate just what type of music
may be used. In that case it is
possible to achieve complete uniformity. Furthermore, such uniformity can be held up as the
one and only proper ideal, and
absolute conformity with such
uniformity can be demanded as
one of the essential qualifications
for membership.
But should there be autocratic
control in a church body? No. An
enumeration of my reasons for
holding to this conviction would
involve a discussion of doctrinal
matters. But at this writing it is
not my purpose to deal with doctrine. I am concerned with some
of the aesthetic aspects of church
music.
Nevertheless, I must state with
all the emph(lsis I C(ln muster
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that church music, as such, cannot, and does not, present doctrine. I said church music as
w ch. Yes, I know that in association with words it can, and does,
set forth teachings. But I am
writing about melodies - not
about words.

The Power of Association
Incidentally, some commentators on church music are more
than ·prone to overlook the potency of association. At times that
potency can become black witchcraft. By assigning different
words to, let us say, the melody
for Ein' feste Burg ist unser Gott
one can make that melody take
up anns, so to speak, for almost
any conceivable doctrine.
If a church body happened to
believe in the transmigration of
souls, it could easily concoct its
own words for the tune of Rock
of Ages and in this way force that
melody to espouse such a teaching. In some instances, of course,
such an espousal would be futile;
for more than one listener would
automatically associate the tune
with the original words and immediately reject what the believers in the transmigration of
souls would have it inculcate.
Such is the power of association. Those who overlook that
power are treading on dangerous
ground.

CRESSET

Yes, one can speak of Lutheran
music inasmuch as it has its
origin within the pale of the Lutheran Church and is used by
that bod y. In the same way one
can speak of Baptist or Methodist
music. But do not forge t that
music which originated and is
used among the Lutherans can
be, and actually is, used by other
denominations. In itself a melody
cannot set forth a Lutheran doctrine. Nor can it, except in association with words, give emphasis to any teaching whatever.
If you think that the conclusions I have just put on paper
will go unchallenged, you are deluding yourself. Some will contend that Lutheran music, as
such, actually does express the
tenets of the Lutheran Church;
that Baptist music, as such, ac- ,..
tually does affirm the beliefs of
the Baptist Church, and that
Methodist music, as such, actual~
ly does uphold the teachings of
the Methodist Church.
Yes, those who study and dis- · ~
cuss the vast subject of church
music must reckon with a thousand-and-one opinions radically
-..
different from their own-opinions which, for the most part, one
should not brush aside with a .,.
more or less contemptuous shrugging of the shoulders. The understanding of church music, its
functions, and its efficacy is
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deepened when one gives careful
attention to a wide variety of
convictions.
Freedom of opinion should be
encouraged-no matter how firm
or how deeprooted one's own
persuasions may be.
1 have my own conviction concerning the aesthetic quality the intrinsic worth, if you please
-of most gospel-hymn tunes. But
does this mean that I must rule
every other opinion or shade of
opinion out of court? It does not.
I set great store by what is commonly known as the Lutheran
chorale-which, by the way, I always spell c-h-o-r-a-1-e. But does
this mean that I must condemn
to outer darkness everyone who
does not happen to like the Lutheran chorale? It does not.
I do not believe that every socalled Lutheran chorale is essentially and undeniably great
merely because it is a Lutheran
chorale. Neither, let me add, can
I be convinced that every gospelhymn melody is, in its very nature, utterly worthless from an
aesthetic point of view merely
because it chances to be a gospelhymn melody.
Futhermore, I realize that
much of what is now known to
nearly everyone as church music
was originally folk music. The
might of association has worked
its great ·wonders. This fact, in
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itself, effectively disproves the
widely held notion that what are
commonly known and spoken of
as Lutheran melodies actually
give expression to Lutheran doctrine even when they are not associated with the proper words.
My own taste compels me to
fro1vn on the use of the wedding
march from Mendelssohn's incidental music for Shakespeare's A
Midsummer Night's D1·eam at
church weddings. In like manner
1 look with disfavor upon the
playing of the wedding march
from Richard Wagner's Lohengrin on such occasions. "'\t\Thy? Because I automatically associate
those marches with the context
into which they were woven by
the composers. In consequence, I
must struggle to retain the proper attitude of devotion. But I
know that thousands of those
'rho arrange or take part in
church weddings either are completely unaware of the stories of
Lohengrin and A Midsummer
Night's Dream or, if they are acquainted with those tales, dismiss them from their minds
when they attend church weddings.
My devotion is disturbed
whenever I hear part of the slow
movement of Beethoven's Emperor Concerto or a somewhat
transmogrified version of the
popular melody from Jean Sihel-
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ius' Finlandia used as hymn
tunes. Why? Because association
immediately begins to do its potent work. Yet I know that many
church-goers are not affected in
such a way. Must I, on this account, turn up my nose at them?
Assuredly not.
The cause of church music
suffers much at the hands of
those who are sure that they have
both the right and the bounden
duty to foist their own convictions upon everybody else-of
those who think they have the
ability to swallow whole a vast,
sprawling world of knowledge
and to spit up the pieces one by
one with an infallible realization
of worth and importance.
(To Be Continued)

GEORGE

G E RSHWI N. Concerto in F.
Leonard Pennario, pianist, with the
Pittsburgh Symphon y Orchestra under William Steinberg.-An excellent reading of this tuneful work.
33 1j3 rpm. Capitol P-8219.

Highlights from
The Barber of Seville. Luigi Infantino, Giuletta Simionato, Giuseppe
Taddei, Antonio Cassinelli, and
Carlo Badioli, with the orchestra of
Radio Itali ana under Fernando Previtali. -An excellent Cetra recording now issued by Capitol. 33 1/3
rpm . Capitol A-50140.

GroACCHONO RossiNI.

DoNIZETTI. Highlights from
Lucia di Lammermoor. Lina Pagliughi, Giuseppe Manacchini, Luciano Neroni, Giovanni Malipiero,
Arm ando Giannotti, and Maria Vinciguerra, with the orchestra and the
chorus of Radio Italiana under Ugo
T a nsini. -Another superb Cetra recording now issued by Capitol. 331/3 rpm. Capitol A-50139.

GAETA NO

VILLA-LoBos.
Nonetto, for
Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Saxophone,
Bassoon, Harp, Celesta, Battery, and
Afixed Chorus. Quatuor, for Flute,
Harp, Celesta, Alto Saxophone, and
Women's Voices. Roger Wagner
conducting The Roger Wagner Chorale and The Concert Arts Players.
- Vigorous and stimulating music
from the pen of Brazil's famous composer-a composer with much to say
for the present as well as for the
future. The playing is excellent.
33 lj3 rpm . Capitol P-8191.

H E ITOR

RECENT RECORDINGS
MusiC OF SPAIN. Ritual Fire
Dance, Andaluz;a, and Dance of the
Miller's Wife, by Manuel de Falla;
The Maiden and the Nighti11gale
and Players, by Enrique Granados;
Seguidilla, Sevilla, and Tango in D
Major, by Isaac Albeniz; El Vito,
by Manuel Infante. Leonard Pennario, pianist.-Brilliant and colorful
performances. 33 1/3 rpm. Capitol
P-8190.

PIANO

'f-
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La Boite a Joujoux
(The Box of Toys). JACQUES IBERT.
Histoires: Ten Pieces for Piano.
Menahem Pressler, pianist. -The
able young pianist from Israel has
rendered a fine service by recording
in its entirety and for the first time
a practically unknown work from
the pen of the great Debussy. Furthermore, it is good to have a complete recording of !bert's trenchantly
expressed Histoires. 33 1j 3 rpm.
M-G-M E-3042 .

CLAUDE DEBUSSY.

RECIT AL. Papillons, Op. 2, by Robert Schumann;
Andante and Rondo Capriccioso,
Op. 14, by Felix Mendelssohn; May
Breezes and Spinning Song, from
Songs Without Words, by Mendelssohn ; Three Ecossaises, Op. 72, by
Frederic Chopin; Etude de Concert
No. 3, in D Flat (Un Sospiro), by
Franz Liszt; Sonatine, by Maurice
Ravel; Ricercare and Toccata, based
on a theme from the radio opera
The Old Maid and the Thief, by
Gian Carlo Menotti. Ania Dorfmann, pianist. -The able Russian-

AN A N IA DoRFMANN

"
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born pianist presents a fine recital.
45 rpm. RCA Victor WDM-1758.

so THIS IS LOVE:
THE STORY
OF
GRACE
MOORE. Remember, by Irving
Berlin; Mi chiamano Mimi, from
Puccini's La Epheme; Time on My
Hands, by Vincent Youmans; Ciribiribin; Waltz Song, from Gounod's
Romeo and Juliet; Voi che sapete,
from The Marriage of Figaro, by
Mozart; Everybody Ought to Know
How to Do the Tickle Toe; Jewel
Song, from Gounod's Faust; 0 Me,
0 My, by Ira Gershwin-Vincent
Youmans; I Wish I Could Shimmy
Like My Sister Kate; The Kiss
Waltz.
Kathryn Grayson, soprano
with chorus and orchestra conducted
by Ray Heindorf. From the original
sound track of the Warner Bros.
production. - I do not admire Kathryn Grayson as a singer. I wonder
why Dorothy Kirsten was not chosen
to take the part of Grace Moore in
So This Is Love. 45 rpm. RCA Victor 'EOB-3000.
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THE NEW BOOKS
Unsigned reviews are by the Associates

RELIGION
THE MISUNDERSTANDING OF
THE CHURCH
By Emil
$2.50).

Brunner

(Westminster,

Emil Brunner, whose contributions
as a theologian of the Church have
made him a great churchman, turns
his attention specificially to the doctrine of the Church. Just as the whole
concern of his theology has centered
on the "person" so he is concerned
here to maintain the "personal" character of the Church. We falsely apply
the term church to the externally organized communities we know or to
which we belong-each of which seeks
to identify itself with the "ecclesia"
of the New Testament. Brunner's basic
point is that none of the historicallydeveloped churches can back up such
a claim, whether by appealing to historical growth or a false distinction between visible and invisible church. In
the Roman Catholic Church the legalistic, institutional distortion has been
drawn to its ultimate conclusion, but
none of the churches has escaped institutional transformation.
The reviewer's most recent work in
the doctrine of the church has been
with the recent Swedish set of studies
This is the Church and Rudolph
Sohm's Kirchenrecht. The first vol-

...

ume (reviewed in the CRESSET, July,
1952) may be taken in conjunction
with Brunner's book as a restudy of an
important problem-area. Sohm's contribution is of enduring value because
of his original contribution to the
charismatic community--canon law
antithesis on which Brunner builds.
In Brunner's careful and accurate
development of Roman Catholic ec- ~
clesiology he does not, however, take
into account the significant rethinking
of the church during recent decades in
terms of the Mystical Body of Christ:
he would undoubtedly say that the
new conception does not adequately
restore the Christ-centered fellowship
of the New T estament, yet the new ..
theology is of great importance. Lutherans will do well to consider Brunner's clear, scathing criticism of the
distinction between visible and invisible church (Luther, he points out,
"perceived most clearly the difference
between the Ecclesia of the New Testalnent and the institutional church.") .,.
However, ei ther Brunner or the transla tion is misleading on several points
in a later statement: "Certainly Calvin (though not Luther) far excelled
Melanchton and Lutheran orthodoxy £
in that he gave much greater scope to
the element of fellowship, and laid
greater weight upon the inseparability
of faith and Jove, than could ever be
the case in Lutheranism where everything culminates in the right confes-
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sion and the right way of believing."
Among the twelve chapters in the
little volume are those that deal with
the fellowship in its relation to tradition, to the Holy Spirit, to the divine
service, to the churches of history. We
mus t take seriously Brunner's plea to
make the d ynamic New Testament
ecclesia the norm and orientation point
of our thinking about the Church. We
must lead our people to communion
with Christ and to Spirit-filled fellowship with their fellow Christians.
EARLY CHRISTIAN FATHERS, Edited
by Cyril C. Richardson (Vol. 1), and
ZWINGLI AND BULLINGER, Edited by
G. W. Bromiley (Vol. XXIV), of THE
LIBRARY OF CHRISTIAN CLASSICS

(Westminster, $5.00 each}.
The Library of Christian Classics is
a selection of the most indispensable
Christian literature, beginning with
Clement's first century letter to the
Corinthians and ending with some
treatises of the sixteenth century English reformers. Some of the selections,
though previously translated, have been
inaccessible; others had never before
been rendered into English. In all, the
series will run to twenty-six volumes.
The present two volumes, on Early
Christian Fathers and Zwingli and
Bullinger, are the first to be released.
Volume One opens with Editor
Richardson's introduction to early
Christian literature, and then presents,
in six major sections, ( 1) "Letters in
Crises," including I Clement, the letters of Ignatius and Polycarp, (2) The
Martyrdom of Polycarp, ( 3) The Di-
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dache, ( 4 ) an anonymous early Christian sermon, ( 5) treatises in defense of
the faith by Diognetus, Justin Martyr,
and Athenagoras, and (6) Irenaeus'
work against heresies. These classics,
breathing as they do the militant hope
of Christian heroes who lived close to
the two comings of Christ, still have
tremendous power to edify.
Editor Bromiley, of Volume TwentyFour, first describes for the reader the
general work and life of Zwingli and
Bullinger, then presents Zwingli's "Of
the Clarity and Certainty of the Word
of God," "Of the Education of Youth,"
"Of Baptism," "On the Lord's Supper" (a must for every informed Lutheran), "An Exposition of the Faith,"
and finally concludes with Bullinger's
"Of the Holy Catholic Church."
In both volumes the translated English and the edi.ors' accompanying
notes are highly readable, and they
establish a precedent which the next
twenty-four volumes will have to work
hard to duplicate. Obviously, a series
as valuable as this needs no special
recommendation, and it is clear that
any Christian group or individual who
reads Christian literature, who can afford the price of these books, and who
does not want to be guilty of selfdeprivation, will not wait until the
four excellent volumes of Luther are
released but will subscribe for the
whole series now.
AMERICA'S WAY IN CHURCH,
STATE, AND SOCIETY

By Joseph Martin Dawson (Macmillan, $2.50).
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CHURCH, STATE, AND FREEDOM

By Leo
$10.00).

Pfeffer

(Beacon

Press,

THE GREAT TRADITION OF
THE AMERICAN CHURCHES

By Winthrop S. Hudson
$3.75).

(Harper,

The proper relation (or Jack of it)
between church and state has provided
a fruitful source of discussion for a
very long time. Answers arrived at in
one century or in one country have
not sufficed for a different century or
another country. The literature on the
subject is vast (in 1950, Canon Anson
Phelps Stokes published his threevolume study, Church and State in the
United States, (Harper), and he has
a critical and classified bibliography
that runs to sixty-seven pages) and diverse (in 1952, Miss H. F. M. Prescott
wrote an excellent historical novel
about Henry VIII and his church-state
troubles, The Man on a Do.n key, (Macmillan), which received critical and
reader acclaim).
The three books listed at the beginning of this review are among the
most recent contributions. Mr. Pfeffer's
work is a full-scale treatment of the
entire question of the church-state issue in this country. Mr. Dawson's
work is a much shorter and more onesided presentation of the secularist
point of view on church and state. Mr.
Hudson's work goes at the problem
from the standpoint of the churches
with particular, if not entire, emphasis on the role of the Protestant

churches that do not stand in the Lutheran tradition.
The three books, from the standpoint of what their authors wished to
accomplish, have been well-written and
will form valuable additions to the library of material on church and state
in this county. The final answers have
not been arrived at-and I think even
Mr. Pfeffer must admit this from his
own study of the issue as it has recently developed in the United States Supreme Court-and may, as a matter of
fact, never be arrived at. These books,
then, will prove helpful to the people
of this country in attempting to work
out solutions having a reality for the
middle of the Twentieth Century.
The most important of the books is
Mr. Pfeffer's study of the entire area
of relations between church and state.
In part, it would seem that Mr. Pfeffer has simply duplicated, on a smaller
scale, the work that Canon Stokes had
already done. A closer reading, however, reveals that Mr. Pfeffer has
really done more than the Canon. He
has gone over the same historical
ground but in a more incisive and
clear-cut manner. He has examined the
areas in which there has been the
most disagreement, and has set forth
the arguments both pro and con with
respect to such matters as "the Ambassador to the Vatican," "releasedtime," "Bible reading," "state aid to
religious education," etc. He has followed these arguments up with his
own evaluations and judgments. He
leaves no doubt that he stands with the
secularists, but he explains fully and
carefully why he so stands.
Mr. Pfeffer is a lawyer of consider-
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able repute and his very real skill in
argument, analysis, and synthesis is
demonstrated again and again. It will
require clear exposition and argument
on the part of anyone who might want
to attempt an answer to any of his
telling points. This is a far more dead·
ly and telling argument for the secular state than anything written by
Paul Blanshard (American Freedom
and Catholic Power, Communism,
Democracy, a11d Catholic Power, both
published by Beacon Press) whose
strong
anti-Roman
Catholic
bias
causes him to see the church-state issue as one involving that church only
and thus destroying a great deal of his
objectivity and perspective.
Mr. Pfeffer's weakness comes not in
his argument but in the basic assumptions on which he rests. Like many
before him and many who will come
after him, his basic starting point in
thinking about church-state in the
United States is the canonization of
the First Amendment and the phrase
"separation of church and state." He
builds on the assumption that for all
time the matter has been settled. From
this point on it is feasible to argue that
any deviation from a concept of absolute separation is unconstitutional.
This point of view overlooks, it seems
to me, the merit that might exist in an
argument based on the ·assumption that
each age must begin anew its legal
and constitutional thinking. That the
First Amendment was written in response to a demand for a codification
of the Bill of Rights. That the amendments in this Bill were added to the
Constitution in the face of a reluctance
on the part of its framers to add this
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ma terial to a document that was intended as a guide for the formation of
a federal government with limited
powers. That such being the case it
m~y be error to absolutize the shorthand expression of the First Amendment-separation of church and state.
The late Harold Laski, in speaking about an entirely different matter,
once offered some remarks that I think
could be the basis of an assumption
different from that of Mr. Pfeffer.
Laski said, "The doctrine will grow or
contract according as the facts to
which it is applied seem to warrant
growth or contraction. It will have in
view, not the history that is to be justified, but the end that is to be attained. It will let the future take care
of itself by protecting it against the invasion of dogmas which grow painfully antique." If this were to be accepted as a basic assumption about the
church-state issue in this country then
the .(,orach decision of the United
States Supreme Court (permitting New
York City to operate a released-time
program off of school premises) might
not seem anywhere near as out-of-line
as Mr. Pfeffer would have us believe.
Mr. Hudson's contribution is a significant one in the field of churchstate because he has drawn a careful,
historical picture of the development
of the Protestant churches in this
country on the voluntary principle and
on the decline of this, the great tra·
clition.
A day of reckoning has come for the
churches. Statesmen, scientists, educators-indeed, all men who can
discern the signs of the times-are
agreed that the basic problem con-
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front ing mankind today is a spiritu al problem. They are likewise
ag reed tha t the spiritual capital
available to us in our time of need
has been largely depleted. For several decades the American people
have been becoming increasingly illitera te religiousl y. We are largely
ignorant of theology and have little
or no awareness of belonging to an y
historic religious tradition.
The modern growth of secularism ca n be traced to a decline in the
America n Protestant churches. The
voluntary principle forced on the
churches by the elimination of establishments at the beginning of this
country proved a great boon to the
churches. They were compelled to
draw their strength from within and
discovered tha t the y did, in fact, possess-as fre e churches-a greater
strength than they themselves had
imagined. This strength though, says
Hudson, turned into a weakness.
In a very real sense, however, the
very success of the free churches in
this respect was ultimately to be an
important factor in their undoing.
For the strength and vigor of the
culture which the churches had
brought into being led men to discount the importance of the churches
and to neglect the springs from
which the power and vitality of the
culture had been derived. While
faith could be nurtured by the culture apart from the churches, the
Christian character of the culture
could not be maintained apart from
the churches. When churches became
complacent and satisfied with the

achievemen ts of the pas t a nd failed
to enlist an active concern for the
renewal of spirit ual life in the persona l experi ence of individual men
an d women, the distinctively Christi an charac ter of th e culture began
to be dissipated and its vigor and
vitalit y tended progressively to dim- ""
in ish.
Mr. Hudson summarizes his position a t the end of the book in a chapter called " The Renewal of the
Churches." An examination of only a
short portion of this summary will in- •
dicate, I believe the rather narrow J.
scope that Hudson gives to what he
ca lls the " Great T radition in American Churches."
T he argument of this book may be 'briefl y summarized. In a democracy
there is no substitute for an informed
public opJ1110n, and consequently .._
there can be no substitute for a
church which seeks to stand apart -.
from the culture with something to
say that is distinctly its own, with
procedures for group discipline to
form a corpora te conscience on spe- ,.
cific iss ues, and with an aggressive '4
missionary spirit which will serve to
extend its influence. Only thus can ,.
a n informed Christian public opinion be created.
If Mr. Hudson were to spend some •
time looking into some of the other'stems of Christianity, e.g. Lutheran,
Rom an Catholic, he might discover ...
th at the renewal he would like to see
is not so patently needed where
churches have not lost touch with their
distinctive m ission. If the " Great Tra- ,...
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clition" grew out of Calvinism it may
not be amiss to suggest that it may be
left to non-Calvinistic churches to keep
it alive and at full-strength. If, however, this is to happen then it will be
necessary to re-open some questions of
church and state and re-appraise the
role of each in view of the fact that
the state has come in-under this decline in the American churches-to
areas where it may not properly belong.
It may be necessary to dislodge the
state in some areas so that the "Great
Tradition" can continue without any
handicaps.
Mr. Dawson's book is a rather
straight-forward and one sided statement urging the complete separation
of church and state cou pled with an
attack on any who would in any way
prefer to start looking for a solution to
some of the problems involved on a
more pragmatic basis.

...
FICTION

.

Phyllis

Bentley

governess, the confused parentage of
her charges, and the tempestuous master of the house who is finally brought
to peaceful ways by the same young
governess.
To be sure the replica is easily distinguished from the originals. Although
the Moreys and their retinue converse
in th e whale-boned English of the last
century, Miss Bentley has streamlined
it considerabl y for today's readers.
Completely absent is the incredible
fire of despair that marked the writings of Charlotte and Emily Bronte.
Taken on its own merits The House
of 1\foreys is well-written and pleasant
reading. If co nsidered with crim e detection stories, as it well could be, it
is one of the better of this year's crop.
Even at that the novel seems rather
like a newly-built Gothic auditorium,
complete with elevators, central heating and fl ying buttresses, a wistful
structure that intrudes awkwardly into
this year of our Lord.
RoB E RTA

THE HOUSE OF MOREYS

By
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SEARCH FOR THE SUN

(Macmillan,

$3.50).
The publisher states on the jacket
that Phyllis Bentley "has fashioned a
novel in the tradition of the Bronte
sisters." Indeed she has. One can almost imagine the author tidily breaking Jane Eyre and Wu thering Heights
up into little three by five cards and
reshuffling them into her own House
of More ys. The reader will remember
the gloomy old mansion with its locked
room, the poor but mannerly young

By

Charles

Furcolowe

(World,

$3.50) .
Originally, I suppose, dust jackets
were placed on books for the commendable, utilitarian purpose of keeping the dust off. Later, publishers decided that it was a good place to add
some information about the content of
the book with the hope of luring bookbuyers or book-borrowers. To-day,
however, the dust jacket seems to be
given over entirely to the advertising
department of the publishing firm for
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the purpose of making as many representations as possible consistent with
the standards of advertising and without regard to what is actually between
the covers. Search for the S un has just
such a dust jacket.
This novel, which is a first one for
Mr. Furcolowe, is about a man who
was born and reared in a complete
moral,
intellectual,
and
spiritual
vacuum. A man who lives a drab and
pointless existen ce and ends his day as
a disillusioned and frustrated old man.
Nowhere in ~he story is there any true
realization of the source or cause of
this vacuum either in the principal
character, Frank Slade, or, for that
matter, in Mr. Furcolowe. Here are no
new understandings or insights into
man . The only thing, apparently, that
Slade ever did understand and covet
was sex and there is plenty of that in
this book.
Yet, about this poorly-written, sexridden novel the dust jacket says "This
remarkable first novel might have been
called An American Tragedy, if that
were not already the title of Theodore
Dreiser's famous novel." What a misunderstanding of the word tragedy!
Mr. Furcolowe's Frank Slade might, if
well-drawn, be a pathetic figure; never
.a tragic one.
The .dust jacket says more, how·
ever. It says that Search for the Sun is
" .... a fully mature work of art. ... "
Actually, it reads more like an example
of adolescent prurience. The dust
jacket also says that Mr. Furcolowe
has two teen-age children, and I hope
that he has not permitted them to
read his novel.
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THE FOOLISH IMMORTALS
~

I

By Paul Gallico (Doubleday, $2.50) .
Paul Gallico first established himself in the writing field as a sports reporter. H e moved from that field into
the field of the shortstory and has had
stories in almost all of the "slick" magazines. A recent, long short story The
Small Miracle received favorable critical acclaim (see The CRESSET, December, 1952). The Foolish Immortals
is his most recent attempt at a fulllength novel-a fi eld in which he is
not too much at home.
The foolish immortals about whom
he has written are a wealthy, old spinster who would like to live forever, an
ambitious and cynical opportunist who
is willing to help her in this if it will
mean a fast dollar for him, and the
spinster's secretary who would like to
protect her employer but who doesn't
want to run the risk of irritating her
by diverting her from this project on
which she has her heart set.
The three of them, with the aid of
a young Polish Jew hired by the opportunist, set out for the Holy Land
to run down a mythical fruit-of-life
tree that will insure that the spinster
will live forever. In the end they find
this supposed magical elixir, but in
looking for and finding it all three of
the immortals are brought to an understanding and acceptance of their
own immortality. They are aided in
this discovery by the historical setting
of Palestine and the wise guidance of
an elderly Jewish rabbinical scholar.
When the spinster dies quietly and
happily in the Holy Land her secretary
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and the opportunists head back for the
United States more wise than they
left it.
Mr. Gallico is a smooth writer and
the story moves along at a rapid pace,
but his theme is an old one and he
doesn't really do much with it. His
characters never really come alive and
at times are quite unbelievable.

TIME AND TIME AGAIN
By James Hilton (Atlantic-Little,
Brown, $3.75).
Charles Anderson is a First Secretary in the British Foreign Service. He
realizes, at the age of fifty-two, that
he is never going to become an ambassador or a minister. He may be intended to be the prototype of all First
Secretaries, at least of the pre-World
War II variety, for he is handsome,
urbane, a stickler for protocol, and a
little inclined to be stuffy unless you
know him well. His background-second son of an eccentric, titled nobleman, the right schools, a real but unrequited love affair, the marriage to
the right girl who is eventually killed
in a London air raid-is a very conventional one. Many novelists have described it before.
What action there is in this novel
takes place in Paris where a diplomatic
conference is underway. There, Anderson's opposite number at the conference table, representing the USSR, is
an irritating and rather successful oldschool Russian, named Palan. It is
Palan's defection from Communism
that gives Anderson the only public
and official recognition he has ever
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received in his long and faithful service. Anderson's seventeen year old
son and his girl friend provide the plot
with a few minor twists.
So much of the material in this novel
has been told before that it all has a
familiar sound. If Hilton was attempting to do here for Anderson what he
did a number of years ago for Mr.
Chips, namely to describe a character who would remain more or less unforgettable, he has done a fairly successful, if not particularly entertaining
job of it.

SO LONG AS LOVE REMEMBERS
By Russell
$3.95).

Janney

(Hermitage,

In The Miracle of the Bells Russell
Janney developed a formula that was
designed to produce a best-seller. His
newest and first novel since, So Long
As Love Remembers, is ample evidence
that having discovered the formula he
is going to exploit it to the utmost.
It consists in taking about equal parts
of sentimentality and Roman Catholic
miracles (again), mnung in some
whimsy, and writing it all in an extremely arch manner-and at some
length. When finished it is the sort of
book that appeals to almost all women
and to a fair number of men who like
their heroes good and their villains bad
and who never want anything to be
real.
Stanislaus Joseph Halka, known "affectionately" as Tightpants, comes to
the United States from Vienna as a
young and . talented accompanist to a
mean and jealous violinist. When this
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doesn't work out Tightpants settles
down in New York to become a pianist
in Broadway musical productions and
night clubs as well as an off-hour
composer. He meets his Princess charming, Olga Lasenka from Wilkes-Barre,
and marries her in what must be one
of the shortest, yet romantic, courtships
in modern literature. She dies an early
and beautiful death of cancer as a re·
suit of a legend that has to do with
female members of her family and that
stems back to about the 12th century
when one of her ancestors was the
model for a statue of the Madonna.
This particular statue comes into the
story too as it is now in the Cloisters
in New York City. This statue has a
habit of either smiling or showing a
crimson breast as the tides of fortune
move up or down for Tightpants and
Olga. (I have no idea what the reaction of the hierarchy of the Roman
Catholic Church is to this jaunty and
familiar use of miracles by Janney.)
Tightpants dies or is killed (at an
early age also) in a night club fire
where he and his wife's ghost play and
sing to calm the excited guests and
speed them in an orderly manner
down a convenient fire escape. By this
time, though, Tightpants had written
a symphony about his departed wife
which is, of course, not discovered until he is dead. Olga, as it turns out, had
left a poem about herself which Tight·
pants turned into a lyric song destined
to become a "great" piece of music.
This is the sum and substance of the
story which is told in such a shallow
and superficial manner as to destroy
any meaning that it might have had.
The characters are all completely good

or completely bad with a heavy preponderance of the former. They are
so completely unbelievable that after
a complete and careful reading of the
novel I would be at a loss to visualize
even the most clearly drawn of the lot.
These defects are major and succeed ""
in keeping the book from even a very
low rank as a rather well-told story.
Added to these major defects are a
host of minor ones, not the least of
which is Janney's coyness in writing.
He can never, for example, have Halka
sit down anyplace and play a piano ~<
without first explaining just why the
particular piano happened to be
present when it was needed. He can
never, for a further example, re-introduce a character into the story without
explaining why it is that this character can be away from his work or why
he happens to be present in this particular place at this particular time. He 'can not resist, for a still further
example,
making off-stage observations that were intended (I guess)
to be clever but that succeed only in
being irritating. Here is just one ex·
ample of this and it occurs after Janney has been telling about a baked
Alaska served at a dinner on the ship
on Halka's trip to this country.
Do not ask me how this magic of
a frozen inside and a hot outside is
accomplished! There are still some
matters completely beyond my comprehension like differential calculus,
radio waves, and baked Alaskas.
Yet, the amazing thing about this
book is that I predict that it will be a
best-seller and best-renter for a long
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time to come and probably end up as
a motion picture. It is difficult to
state why this should be other than
the fact that it is just the right mixture of sentimentality, romance, love,
pathos (or, more accurately, bathos),
and superstition to appeal to what appears to be an ever-increasing segment
of our population that never has
reached ( and-unfortunately-probab1y never will reach) any sort of intellectual or spiritual maturity. For readers who like pap this is the creme de la
._ creme of pap.
LITTLE WILLIE

the ghoulish monsters (as children,
too) that haunt the pages of The New
Yorker.
Willie, bored with stealing cars,
Swiped a rocket, flew to Mars.
He there pursued his normal pattern,
So now the Martians live on Saturn.
Because Little Willie is as unburdened
with conscience as he is with cause or
purpose, I would not be surprised to
learn someday that he had painted
mustaches on the four faces atop Mt.
Rushmore. To say the least, he is
capable of it-and of worse. Who
knows, he may yet become a junior
folk character.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

Collected by Dorothy Rickard, Illustrated by Robert Day (Doubleday, $2.00).
Consider the impish ways of little
children in the aggregate and you have
Little Willie. Compared with him,
• such adolescent mischief-makers as
Dennis the Menace, Little Lulu, Iodine
Tremblechin, or the Katzenjammer
Kids are inferior indeed. As an antidote to dull writing there has always
...- been something like this device of
doggerel to satisfy the inhibitions and
~ suppressed desires of us all. Both the
tradition and the present collection
arc good.
Mrs. Rickard, a free-lance writer in
Pennsylvania, has brought together
..l forty-four of such rhyming quatrains
from various undesignated sources. The
"' roguish pictures by Mr. Day certainly
enliven every one. The entire brief
book of ruthless rhymes for heartless
homes is unrestrainedly witty, in the
spirit e.g. of Chas. Addams who creates

GENERAL
QUACKERY IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

By Albert Lynd
·Brown, $3.50).

(Atlantic-Little,

Anyone who has ever had the temerity to question any of the pseudopedagogical practises that have been
introduced into the public schools
under the guise of "progressive education" can predict how this book will
be received. There will be allegations
that the author is an "enemy of tho!
public schools", that as a layman he
has no real understanding of the
bases and objectives of progressive education, and that he has a sentimentalized devotion to the little red schoolhouse. In other words, he will run into
the full panoply of emotional arguments which the professional educationists use to beg these basic ques-
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tions: Has progressive education, in
practise, prepared our children more
effectively for life than did the kind of
education which it supplanted? Who
decides what kind of education our
children are to receive in the public
schools? How did control of the education of our children come to pass from
the hands of their parents into the
hands of self-constituted authorities in
the large Schools of Education?
Mr. Lynd, for some years an instructor in history and now a businessman and school board member, analyzes these questions and comes up
with a strongly-worded indictment of
"Educationism." His thesis is relatively simple: that in our understanding of the place of a public school in
a democratic state, ownership and control of the school is vested in the community and the function of the school
is to pass on to the next generation the
knowledge and the skills which the
community considers necessary for its
children to have acquired. In fact, Mr.
Lynd contends, a self-appointed clique
of superprofessionals lodged securely in
the big Schools of Education have
taken over the right of deciding what
kind of education our children are to
get and have solidified their conquest
by establishing practically lifetime control over elementary and secondary
teachers.
It is Mr. Lynd's contention that, in
so doing, they have arbitrarily forced
upon the schools a pattern of education
based upon the philosophy of John
Dewey whose ideas, Mr. Lynd contends, run counter to the beliefs of
most Americans. Thus the felony is
compounded for not only are children

..

being subjected to a type of education
to which their parents have never assented but, worse still, this education
derives from a philosophy which, if
parents were called upon to evaluate
it, they would reject.
As a result of all of these considerations, Mr. Lynd contends, each succeeding generation of our children is
leaving the schools with a poorer understanding of our cultural heritage.
They are largely deficient in ability to
use even those minimal skills which
are necessary for mental activity .A
(reading, writing, and arithmetic, if
you please ). And, on the other side
of the desk, there has been meanwhile
a noticeable deterioration in the quality of teachers. More and more, teaching is becoming a refuge for the unfit.
But all the while this is going on, departments and schools of education are
thriving like the green bay tree, multiplying courses (often with overlapping
content), finding new devices for keeping teachers in their classes, turning
out ream after ream of pseudo-scholarly stuff on Education with a capital
E while neglecting the training of
teachers in specific areas of knowledge. ~
There is so much in Mr. Lynd's
analysis of the situation that a review
can hardly do it justice. This is no
intemperate attack upon the public
schools. It is rather a carefully-thoughtout, tightly-constructed indictment of
~
what Mr. Lynd, and a great many
other deeply concerned parents and ~
teachers, consider an unsatisfactory
and potentially dangerous kind of education, unsound philosophically and inadequate in its practical consequences.
It deserves a careful reading by every-
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who is concerned with the welfare of
our public schools and it is to be hoped
that some capable champion of progressive education will come forward
with as respectable and thoughtful a
defense of the system as is Mr. Lynd's
indictment of it .

THIS WAS MY WORLD
By Robert St. John
$3.95).

(Doubleday,

The last several years have witnessed
a rash of personal memoirs from the
presses of the major publishing firms.
One of the more recent and more
readable is Robert St. John's memoirs
of his life up to the start of World
War II. St. John, noted newspaper re·
porter and author (From the Land of
Silent People), was born and received
• his early education in Chicago. He
served his apprenticeship as a reporter
on three well-known Chicago newspapers: The Daily News, the HeraldExaminer, and the American. As a re·
porter and part-owner of the Cicero
Tribune during the turbulent twentie:~
,., he had many a run-in with AI Capone,
and witnessed at first hand the machinations that permitted Capone to "rule"
that large Chicago suburb. After leav·
ing Chicago, St. John worked as an
editor or reporter in Vermont and in
Camden, Philadelphia, and New York
before retiring from the active news·
paper field to settle in New Hampshire as a gentleman-farmer and
writer. The second War ended the
peace and tranquility of this New
England venture.
...
St. John recounts all of this in a
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highly entertaining and candid man·
ner. His glimpses of Chicago in the
years following World War I illuminate a situation that has resulted in
the gradual decline of that city as a
cultured and civilized mecca. In addition, St. John has a large number
of interesting personal experiences to
tell about people who have helped
make the news in the interbellum decades. Written in a lively style this
should prove good reading as well as
a fruitful source book for historians
of the twenties and thirties.

MODERN DRAMA
By Martin Lamm, Translated by
K. Elliott (Philosophical Library,
$6.00).
This is a scholarly written but easily
readable book on several of the important playwrights of the last hundred years. The entire book is seen
from the viewpoint of the learned
Scandinavian scholar (who had a
great love for his Ibsen, Strindberg
and Bjornson).
The book ranges from Scribe - the
king of the French theatre in the
middle of last century-and Hebbelthe German dramatist who foreshadowed Ibsen's realism-to Lorca and
O 'Neill. Any such book that confines
itself to 350 pages and the enormous
topic of the theatre of the last hundred years risks the danger of not
probing deep enough nor encompassing all phases of it. On the one hand,
one misses many dramatists whose im·
portance is beyond doubt, such as
Buechner and Brecht, James Barrie
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and Giraudoux; on the other hand, we
learn a lot about lesser known dramatic works of such writocs as Hugo von
Hofmannstahl, Tolstoy and Zola.
Professor Lamm has written an interesting study of dramatists for whom
he had a personal liking, and the
analyses and interpretations of their
plays are always stimulating. But why
call it "Modern Drama?"
WALTER SoRELL

niE FORLORN DEMON

By Allen Tate (Regnery, $3.00).
As long as men arc capable of any
desires and satisfactions, life has potential value for them. Similarly, as
long as a literary critic communicates
recognition and appreciation of life's
qualities it is wrong to speak of such
a writer as having no values although
the reader does not hold them to be
adequate. Or put it thus: when life
seems to have lost its meaning, something has happened to the valuer and
not to life. Be thankful, then, for good
critics-among whom is to be included this author.
Eight major and five lesser essays,
formulated over the last six years as
addresses and published in various
learned journals, here survey ancient
and modern literary topics. Allen Tate
insists (and I agree) that the high
forms of literature offer us the only
complete and thus the most responsible
versions of our experience. As prominent poet, editor, professor, and critic
Tate has made a sensitive and sensible
examination of the relationship of
·i deas to experiences. In this collection

there are specific subjects, such as •
Longinus and the New Criticism, or
Johnson on the Metaphysical Poets;
personality studies, like Dante's incomparable use of images of light (the
symbolic imagination), and Poe's over- "i
whelming intellectual ambition (the
angelic imagination); plus some point-fed theorizing, i.e. Is Literary Criticism
Possible? To Whom Is the Poet Re-'"'
sponsible? The Man of Letters in the
Modern World. To me the best portion is that which suggests ten thoughtful theses on literary criticism. The title
refers to, and is taken from, Edga~
Allan Poe.
Beca use this 1s the first edition of~
T ate's prose since his conversion to
Roman Catholicism the Thomist attitude is present, naturally. Be that as it
may, admirable is the consistent emphasis on responsibility; for instance,
"The invention of standards by which
this difference (between communica-~
tion and communion ) may be known,._
and a sufficient minority of persons instructed, is a moral obligation of the
literary man."
Noteworthy, too, is
Tate's iteration that a writer is a hu- •
man being to whom nothing human is
alien.
•
Always highly literate and interest-'"'
ting, if sometimes dryly learned, this
author prefers excellence to a lax tolerance: Tate would save the best in
our literary heritage rather than the ~
most! And he is at his happiest whe~
he is on the warpath against critici::- 1
which turns poetry into nonsense (the~-;
word is his) by an exaggerated regard'
for the teachings of psychology and
semantics, or which views art as the
product of social and historical force!. '
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him, rightly, literature is a
in itself with a language all
1ts own.
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DEAD MAN IN THE SILVER MARKET

By Aubrey
$3 .00) .

M enen

(Scribner's,

With this group of autobiographical
essays, Aubrey M enen has produced
one of the most engaging and best·ritten social satires to appear in years.
The point of this satire is the absurd• ity and often the evil of inflated natio nalism. H e handles this serious subject with a deceptively light and humorous style that mak es each point a
telling and provocative one.
The a uthor is an Englishman with
_J.n Indian fa ther and an Irish mother,
and, consequently, he is in a position
..to und erstand, and yet to view with
some objectivity the peoples of Englan d and India, who are the recipients of most of the barbs.
T he variety of customs and characiers described is a wide one, from
English school masters to Indian
'fakirs, from a perceptive study of the
old English oligarchy to the strange
rule of the maharajahs. All of the
ske tches are written good naturedly
and each is included because it ex9(>ses some idiosyncrasy of rampant
nationalism.
~ The precise thing that Menen is
exposing as absurd is the tendency of
all nations to assume a set of national
virtues. But, as he illustrates clearly,
there are no national virtues, only the
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virtues of individuals within the nation.
It is surprising that he could find so
man y apt and amusing anecdotes to illustrate such a sober subject. It is
even more surprising that a man who
has been directly affected by unrestrained nationalism, as Menen has,
could write about it in such an intelli·
gent and disarming manner without
showing the slightest trace of bitterness.
FREEDOM: A NEW ANALYSIS

By Maurice Cranston (Longmans,
Green, $3.00 ) .
This book, written by a young extension lecturer for the University of
London, is a reasonably detailed study
of freedom according to three parts:
The M eaning of Freedom, The Ambiguity of Liberalin 1, and The Freedom of The Will. The major, if somewhat simplified, theme that holds these
three parts together is that there are
varieties of fre edoms, depending upon
the number of constraints. For this
reason, liberalism is an ambiguous term
unless one knows from what the specific liberal wishes to be free. In the
final chapter, the author succeeds in
pointing out that the liberal-at least
Cranston, the liberal-will acknowledge a great deal of determination in
his life of liberty whereas the determinist usually gives little place to free
choice and free will.
This is not the last word on freedom. It is, furthermore, not a new
analysis of freedom. Cranston's interesting style and fluent discussions, however, do sharpen the appetite for a
further study of this challenging topic.
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THE ORGANIZATIONAL
REVOLUTION

By Kenneth E. Boulding (Harper,
$3.50).
During the last seventy or eighty
years our society has seen economic
organizations like the labor movement,
the farm organization movement, the
large corporation, and even the national state itself assume a growing
and disturbing importance. This is
what Professor Boulding means by "the
organizational revolution." As a disti nguished economist he describes the
causes and the consequences of this
revolu tion, especially its ethical consequences.
On the one hand, Bouding recognizes that large-scale economic organizations have extended to more and
more people the sense of "belonging."
O n the other hand, however, he
doubts that they have actually achieved as much as they pretend in the
matter of distributing and equalizing
available wealth. Worse still, he feels,
they have introduced into the economy
elements of undue coercion and rigidity. And these elements interfere not
only with the economic but also with
the ethical benefits of a free market.
The most exciting section of the book
is Professor Reinhold Niebuhr's critical
review of Bouding's argument ("Coercion, Self-Interest and Love") and
then Boulding's reply to Niebuhr. It is
difficult to resist taking sides with
both positions, antithetical as they are:
Niebuhr's combination of St. Augustine's theology with a radical socioeconomic theory, Boulding' s combina-

tion of Quakerism with a modified
classical economics.
Boulding concludes his reply to Niebuhr: " .... Professor Niebuhr is afraid
of freedom, seeing always behind it the
specter of anarchy; whereas I am
afraid of justice, seeing always behind
it the specter of tyranny. The difference between us is perhaps the difference between the Lutheran vision of
God as a Mighty Fortress and the
Quaker vision of God as the Living
Seed .. .. we shall yet reconcile freedom and justice, and make the lion lie ,._
down with the lamb."

-

THE CITY OF MAN

By Christopher Tunnard (Scribner's,
$8.50 ).
In The City of Man we read "The
American people ... easy, friendly and ~
highly democra tic . . . have never developed a sensitivity to surroundings >c
in the visual sense". All we have to
do to verify the above statement is to
observe the cities around us which
leave much to be desired in both esthetic and practical planning. As a •
contributory cause Mr. Tunnard states
". . . . there are even now too many
people in high places who are unable
or unwilling to recognize chaos when
they see it". As a solution he suggests ·~
that "One avenue would be based on
the possibilities of pride and pleasure ~<o
in civic form. The American people
have that instinct, but it is buried deep ~
under the 'go-getting,' 'rugged individualism' slogans which have been
their inheritance since the days of
H erbert Spencer."

OcTOBER,
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In general, the book emphasizes the
role of art in city planning and the
need for a greater employment of
visual arts-architecture, landscape architecture, decorative elements, painting and sculpture-in future planning.
Mr. Tunnard begins by defining the
city in its economic, legal and social
aspects and finds that a new type of
city is emerging-a "service-industry"
city. He discusses the American city
planning tradition and describes the
American urban inventions: the "Ro"' mantic Suburb," the park system, the
" City Beautiful" movement, the sky., scraper, and the shopping center.
In the last section of The City of
Man Mr. Tunnard presents a new
and enlightening theory of city planning based on a method of planning
in three dimensions with aid of the
arts. It is important for both citizen
and planner alike to become acquainted with the facts and theories
expressed in The City of Mam in order
to . make the cities of America a better
place in which to live.
MILFERD H. EGGERDING
.., TWELVE STEPS AND
TWELVE TRADITIONS
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help. The remammg twelve chapters
set forth the traditions which A.A. upholds and which it asks its members,
once they have mounted the steps, to
maintain. A nice writing job and one
that will impress a reader ignorant of
A.A. with the very real appreciation
that that group has for the place of
God in such situations.
SAGEBRUSH CASINOS

By Oscar Lewis (Doubleday, $3.50).
Here is a detailed report on legalized gambling in Nevada. Mr. Lewis
survey the situation and reports on
gambling as a business within the state
with special reference to Reno and
Las Vegas. He gives a careful description of the manner in which the gambling is carried on, and discusses at
some length the views of the people of
Nevada both pro and con on the question of legalized gambling. I do not
think it would be unfair to say that
Mr. L ewis gives the impression of
favoring the views of those who approve. However, it should be noted
that he, like the Nevadans who defend
gambling, does it, as he certainly
should, in an apologetic manner.

Anonymous (Harper, $2.75).
A co-founder of Alcoholics Anonymous, remaining himself anonymous,
~ has written a short and clear description of the work that the A.A. has
1 been doing in this country. The book
is divided into twenty-four short chapters. The first twelve set forth the
steps that an alcoholic is asked to
figuratively climb if he truly wants

Note: In the September, 1953,
CRESSET, there appears a review of
NOT HEAVEN, By Waldo Frank,
published by Hermitage. The price is
stated as $.50. This is an error. The
correct price is $3.50.
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The Mare and the Pig
Beverly Shores, a congenial village in our part of Indiana, is
made up mainly of the right
people from the right side of the
tracks, the upper-upper middle
class set. But, to the dismay of
Mrs. Fred Billerbeck, the owner
of an apartment building in this
town, it was discovered that the
animals of a sophisticated police
commissioner smell as bady as
the animals in the lower echelons. To the dismay of other
people in the town, the smell of
animals owned by the owners
and managers of apartment
buildings smell as badly as any
group of animals you might
mention. This story is brought to
the reader's attention only because it involves the neat political question of private versus
public interest.
Melvin Schwab, the police
commissioner referred to above,
owns a registered five-gaited
mare. He keeps the mare on his
lot. In fact, he tethered the horse
under the window of Mrs. Billerbeck whose apartment building
stands on the next lot. The smell,
declared the lady, is terrible. "It

was bad enough in cool weather
but, my land, in the summer hu- fmidity the nag smells something -.,.
awful." What's more the lady is
angered because the village board
refuses to pass an ordinance outlawing the keeping of livestock.
The village board apparently "'
likes the smell of the town. This
only lowers the board in the
opinion of Mrs. Billerbeck.

j

Disdaining the use of the more 4
effective silent treatment, the
lady of the apartment building
went into action. As a counter- 4..
irritant-though not as a last resort-Mrs. Billerbeck brought in "'
"Sweet Pea," a thirty-five dollar
purebred Hampshire pig. Apparently, the smell of the pig, ac- "'
cording to neighbors, is worse •
than the smell of a horse. In answer to the growing number of -.
complaints, Mrs. Billerbeck had
this to say: "They probably think
I'm kidding. Well, they won't ~
think so when I put in the goat
and, if that doesn't make them lC
pass an ordinance, maybe an- ~
other pig and some chickens
will." She is so angry, she might
employ non-registered animals
and their smells. This will force

1.
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the village board into action.
There can't be anything so degrading.

The Bishop and
·' Investigators
G. Bromley Oxnam, the Methodist bishop of Washington and
unaccustomed to full houses and
the paraphernalia of the poker
crowd, laid his cards on the table
• of the House Un-American Activities Committee the week of
July 19th. Representative Velde,
chairman, (R., Illinois-from the
same territory as "Ev" Dirksen)
had to pass. He sputtered a lot,
tried to draw important cards out
of his sleeve, but he had to pass.
Oxnam had been accused by
Representative Jackson (R., California) of serving "God on Sunday and the communist front the
rest of the week." The Bishop
had an answer:
"I believe in
~ God, the Father, Almighty, I affirm the theistic faith and strike
~ at the fundamental fallacy of
Communism, which is atheism."
He testified that he had lent his
... name to organizations which are
_. now listed as "pinko." They were
good causes at the time he affili-.1 _a ted and were not then listed as
subversive by any committee. In
some cases, his name had been
used on letterheads without his
knowledge and consent. Further-
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more, the Bishop pointed out to
the committee that communists
and communist sympathizers
might show up surreptitiously in
any organization after its founding. If communists truly operate
as thieves in the night, one could
expect such infiltration.
(But
how was the Bishop to know if
this did happen? The investigating committees certainly have not
been clear on the definition of a
communist, a fellow-traveler, or
a front organization.) The
Bishop brought down the house
during a discussion of his connection with the Council of
American Soviet Friendship by
referring to a telegram of good
wishes sent to a meeting of the
Council in November, 1945, by
General Eisenhower. In addition,
the Committee had released information on Bishop Oxnam
and his membership in certain
"fronts" which simply was not
true, information which had not
been verified or evaluated. This
is irresponsible action on the
p art of a committee which I
must trust if republican government is to mean anything at all.
During the eight plus hours of
the hearing sessions, the counsel
for the committee once asked the
Methodist churchman about his
stand on Catholicism. In two or
three minutes, Oxnam tried to
explain his stand. Thereupon,
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Velde accused the Bishop of
bringing religious prejudice into
the discussion. This-after an inquiring lawyer had brought up
the subject. But the members of
the committee did not rise to the
defense of Oxnam according to
the best of the writer's knowledge. Haven't Velde et allearned
the "abc's" of being gentlemen?
It seems to me that Oxnam is
about as anti-Communist as a
man can become. His sermons,
addresses, written documents, or
whatever would testify to this.
From a newspaper, radio, or television account of the hearing, it
would also appear to me that the
House Un-American Activities
Committee laid an egg. But
Velde and McCarthy never apologize for their eggs.

Congressmen as
Investigators
The job of legislation requires
a solid background of basic facts
and pieces of information for any
specific piece of legislation. The
job also needs a constant evaluation and re-evaluation of public
opinion. A standard procedure,
and it can be a good one, is investigation and fact-finding by
committee. Such committees are
also important for the check and
counter-check of administration.
After all, a legislature ought to
know about the execution and

administration of laws passed by
the legislature. This sort of thing
is necessary for good government.
Nearly every legislature in our
country's history, liberal or conservative, has twisted the good '·
objectives of legislative investigation far beyond the purposes of
passing legislation or scrutinizing
"Politics" has
administration.
usually been introduced. Chairmen of investigating committees
use their positions to impress the "
people back home. Investigation
by committee becomes a good
mechanism for staying in the
public eye and for getting votes
without forever running around
in the district. Many congressmen seem forever to be throwing
their hats into the presidential 1..
ring from their positions on the ~
committee. 0 t h e r committee
members enjoy "exposes." They
want to be crusaders. In most
cases, . the crusading doesn't hurt
their vote-getting power. Or, as •
Burns and Peltason have stated
the case in Government by The ..
People, "investigators have so
zealously sought publicity that
they have indulged in defama- ,
tion of character, bullying and ._
mistreatment of witnesses, and
outright partisanship. Some in- r
vestigators have conducted mere
fishing expeditions in the hope
that something might turn up."
If this is the situation-and it
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seems to be so all too often-the
congressmen are no longer legislators. It takes strong judicial
and executive leadership to offset this tendency. Vinson and
Eisenhower have to be more than
., mice. This much is certainly
true: events and circumstances
are forcing a re-study and a reinterpretation of the old, old
constitutional doctrine of the separation of powers and checks and
• balances.
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"It is over-the bloodshed and
the suffering of the fighting and
the tears. It is finished-the hardfought war, the war that was not
won but \\"as not lost. It is ended
-the mud and the misery, the
frustration and the pain ... The
scars of history have a way of
fading into the tissues of time;
some day the factionalism and
bitterness that divided us in the
midst of war will seem but slight
consequence beside the enduring
monument of valor erected by
those who fought and died."
(Hanson W. Baldwin in The
New Yorh Times) July 28, 1953.)
I agree. Nevertheless, I keep
wondering. Is war necessary?
Isn't there another way of settl ing the differences of mankinJl?
Does this have to be a dog-e!tdog world? Must the law of competition reign supreme? What
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has happened to the business of
turning the ether cheek? Will the
Church give the answer? Don't
members o£ the Church argue,
fight, antl call one another
names? \Vhy ran·t we be peacemakers? At least, why can't we
settle our differences without
war? Why do the hearts of men
thrill to the stories of war and
con:petition? \Vhy are you and I
always so profoundly proud to
say that we certainly gave that
old so-and-so the works, but
gocd? Deep in man lies that evil
and malice that can only be tempered by the Jove of Christ! But
men in high and low places
around the world don't seem to
understand this! But neither do
you and I! \Ve just go on from
day to day doing everyone ·we
can!

Christianity and Society
Reinhold Niebuhr, a famous.
contemporary theologian, ha
been saying for a good number
of years that Christianity does not
need a favorable environment. I
have been happy of late to see
this idea paraphrased in some of
the important religion journals .
Thinking Christians have begun
to ;,CC the dangers to Christianity
presented by a too compatible
society. In America, for example,
nearly everyone seems to like
Christianity. At every opportun-
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ity, people in high and low
places are giving it a slap on the
back. But that's about all that is
done sometimes.
Friendly to Christianity, so
friendly are we, we don't take
time to analyze Christianity and
its ultimate relevance to the opportunities of living. Opposition
to our Christianity might force
some of us to spend a little more
time in relating it to life. It has
been easier in some instances
simply to equate Christianity
w i t h Americanism (whatever
that is). Whatever is American
easily becomes Christian. What
is good for America is then said
to be good for the Christian and
the Christian Church. Christianity, says a prominent denomination's magazine in its discussion
of Niebuhr, has become the prisoner of democratic totalitarianism. But heaven is not going to

be decked with American flags ~
or the flags of any other society.
I have a sneaking feeling that,
if I were more of a dynamic
Christian, I would be more of a
subversive. I give in too easy to '
the forces of gradualism who are .,.
always waiting for more opportune tomorrow's. But the tomor- ~
row's never come. Today is the
day to fight for honesty in business. Today is the day to bring
the Negro into the white congre- 4 1
gation. Today is the day to fight
for honesty in politics. Today is ~
the day to begin treating my wife
and children with an abundance
of Christian love. People will
think that I have gone crazy but
I'll be loving nevertheless. The
fact remains that Christ came to ~
glory through the Cross. There is
no back door. I do not bear the ..,.
welts on my head very proudly!

-~-

Do not pronounce aman to be a drunkard although you
may have seen him drunk, or an adulterer because you know he
has sinned; a simple act does not stamp him forever.
-Francis de Sales, Introduction to the Devout Life

"'
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Motion Picture
evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

By
•
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We know that in recent years
many successful writers-writers
of established reputation and unquestioned ability-have succumbed to the glittering lure of
Hollywood. Why not? Motionpicture producers have offered
fabulous salaries, short working
..1 hours in luxurious quarters, contact with famous personalities,
.., wide publicity, and an assured
market for their writings. On the
surface this seems to be all that
anyone could ask or hope for.
Yet we know that only a small
number of these transplanted
., authors have found satisfaction
or artistic fulfillment in the
glamorous film capital of the
world. Fashioning screen-scripts
to meet rigidly controlled regula.4 tions soon becomes a dull and un~ rewarding chore, and the urge for
creative writing seems to weaken
or to be lost completely amid the
comforts and the security provided by studio bosses.

In a short article in the August
issue of Harper's Bazaar1 Graham
Greene, the noted English novelist, discloses that he, too, has
turned away from screen-writing
"with relief."
Mr. Greene is neither a newcomer nor a novice in the literary world. His books-among
them The Power and the Glory)
The Heart of the Matter and
The End of the Affair-have
been acclaimed enthusiastically
on two continents. William Rose
Benet has said of Mr. Greene,
"No man writing today is more
a master of suspense. He is one
of the finest craftsmen of storytelling in our time." And Elizabeth Bowen believes that "Graham Greene is among the few,
the very few, of our great living
novelists."
The novelist, Mr. Greene tells
us, works alone. The act of creation is his. He is free to alter, to
polish, to retain, or to discard.
1

os
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C o nseque n~l y, the finished product is his alone, and he alone
must bear the responsibility for
>nccess or for failure.
This is not true of the screenwrj"ter. Just as soon as a slwoting script has been completed,
the author "is excluded from the
act of creation." Only rarely is
he called in to rewrite a scene.
He is not present in the studio,
or on location, to crit icize or to
alter lines as they are recorded.
Instead, says i\Ir. Greene, "another hand is there to play with
his work." vVhen the film is released, the author stands by, "a
bewildered figure" who must
hear lines that are not his, "like
a man who has witnessed a crime
and is afraid to speak-an accomplice after the fact."
Mr. Greene's first stage play,
The Living Room, produced recently in London, has been hailed "as the most important and
talked of London has seen in
years." :\1ovie-goers will remember this distinguished author (or
Confidential A gent and The
Third Man.
The mad rush goes on at a
fran tic pace. Every studio-large
or small-is engaged in experimentation with the new "depth"
pictures. Many new systems have
been tried out in recent months.
ln fact, plain 3-D is already a bit
old-hat. Now we have stereo-
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scop ic photography (which re- ._.
quires polaroid lenses) combined ...,
with the wide screen and with
, tereophonic sound. Fort Ti (Columbia), a story of the pre-Revolutionary exploits of Roger's 1
Rangers and the first of the films •
made with this combination of
techniques, is in every way an improvement over the earliest
3-D releases. But it is obviously
a "quickie" made to be rushed
into the theaters as fast as pas- •
sible. l'vlissiles of many kinds
come flying at and into the
audience-an old gimmick which
i ~ pain tless and extremely boring.
This is equally true of The •
C/l(n{!,e at Feather River (Warners), a routine western . How can
one excuse the poor taste which ._
requi red Frank Lovejoy to seem
to spit right into the audience? '"
Arena (M-G-J\,J) is not an imp ortant Glm. But from a technical viewpoint it is by far the best ,
of the 3-Ds I have seen so far.
This, too, is a "quickie." It was .,
shot almost entirely at an excit- ..,
ing and colorful rodeo held at
Tucson, Arizona.
I know that the murder and
m ystery yarns by Mickey Spillane
are exceedingly popular through- •
out our country. This in spite of
the fact that they are sordid, sa- )>
distic, and altogether without
literary merit. It seems to me that
every law-enforcement officer has '
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good cause to be affronted by the
brutal characterization created
by Mr. Spillane in the person of
Mike Hammer, and by the implication that those entrusted with
law and order should be willing
.; to condone the methods employed by this so-called sleuth. I, the
fury (United Artists), made in
3-D, is cheap, ugly, and meretricious.
One more 3-D feature film is
• on my list. This is Inferno (20th
Century-Fox), an alleged "thriller" which is chockful of spectacular stunts and adds a burning
lamp to the assortment of articles
that have been aimed at hapless
viewers since the advent of the
3-Ds.
-1
From the Walt Disney Studios
we have the first cartoon to be
"" made in 3-D. Melody (Walt Disney, RKO) is completely charming. Here nothing more threatening than music notes come
~floating into the audience.
Next month I shall be ready to
~ report on a film made by the
20th Century-Fox Cinemascope
process. By that time a steady
flow of so-called summer releases
should be at an end, and at least
'"'·a few films of genuine merit
~should have come my way.
Herb Shriner, the popular
young Hoosier comedian who has
made his mark on Broadway, on
television, and on radio, makes
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his screen debut in Main Street
to Broadway (Lester Cowan:
M-G-M, Tay Garnett).
Mr.
Shriner is natural and unassuming in his first screen role - in
marked contrast to Tallulah
Bankhead, who plays herself
fortissimo and with all the stops
out. Tallulah's preformance can
be described best as "typical," for
she has always been a law unto
herself. Obviously, the word "restraint" is not in her lexicon.
Main St?·eet to Bmadway should
have been an outstanding film.
Many of the great names of the
entertainment world appear in
the star-studded cast. They do
add bright moments of fun and
interest, but this is not enough
to redeem a trite plot acted out
at a snail's pace.
The Master of Ballantrae
(Warners) presents a rousing
screen-version of Robert Louis
Stevenson's adventilre-p a c ked
novel. Swashbuckler Errol Flynn
has the support of an excellent
British cast. Authentic English
and Scottish backgrounds are su·
perbly photographed in beautiful technicolor.
Jean Simmons may be seen in
two dull and drab potboilersShe Had to Say Yes and Affair
with a Stranger, both RKO releases.
Stalag 17 (Paramount, Billy
Wilder) takes us to an imaginary
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German prison camp where
American G. I.s were held captive during World '¥ar II.
dapted from a succe sful Broadway play written by Donald
1Jevan and Edmund Trzcinski,
Stalag 17 conforms to a pattern
which has become familiar to
movie-goers in recent years. This
pattern consists of a compound
of rough language, crude humor
which ·often borders on the salacious, heroism, villainy, and exaggerated characterizations. Although the action moves quickly
under Mr. 'Wilder's expert direction and although some of the
portrayals merit commendation,
Stalag 17 does not have either
power or the vitality of unadorned realism.
l\Iotion-picture producers are
clever and resourceful. The majestic background for White
·Witch Doctor (20th Century·
·Fox, Henry Hathaway) is completely authentic since 'it actually
was filmed in Africa. But the ac·

Lion 11·as superimpo~ed on the ,
background right here at home. "'
The completed picture is a disappointing, strictly run-of-themill version of Louise Stineclorf's
absorbing novel.
Houdini (Paramoullt) presents ~
a conventional, highly romanticiLed film biography of Ehrich
\'Veiss, the master-lllagician who
was known in the theater as
Harry Houdini. i\Iany of the
alltazing tricks which held au-_..
<.liences spellbound are reproduc·
ed here.
Ride, Vaquero (i\1-G-M) is a
pretentious, thoroughly ridiculous western.
Although Vice Squad (United
Artists) and The City Is Dark
(Warners) are small-budget films,'they do achieve a hard-hitting..,..
realism which many top-flight
productions miss completely.
The Kid fwm Left Field (20th
Century-Fox) stars Dan Dailey
and Anne Bancroft in a wack),.
baseball story.
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I was amused by the CRES., SET'S discussion of "Eggheads."
~ T cannot agree with the comments upon my characterization
of the tidelands giveaway as a
"steal." I might point out that
a close reading of my remarks on
it made the very point that is
made on page 6, that is that the
Civil w·ar settled the question of
Nation-State relationships.
In
addition, I think it is a "moral"
issue that was involved. The Supreme Court of the United States
had three times held that the
...l, land in question came under the
. paramount jurisdiction of the
Federal Government. As such, the
whole 160 million people of our
country had a direct interest in
the wealth of that area which
• comes to some $50 billion to $300
billion. There can be little d~ubt
_... that the tidelands issue was used
by Eisenhower as political bait to
the coastal states. The enactment
r of the tidelands bill was part of
_., a p~litical deal. However, I appreCiate the good faith o[ the
.. writer and will concede his own
morality. But I suggest that the
question of the disposition of the
tidelands was not one of "mere
expediency or desirability." It

~
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was rather a question of "expediency versus morality."
'Vith kindest regards,
Wayne Morse
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C.
Dear Editor:
Enclosed is my first subscription. For the past several years,
T have been a regular reader of
the CRESSET. A friend of mine
has been passing his copies on
to me after he was finished with
them. Now he has another friend
who 1s becoming a regular
reader.
Perhaps this other friend will
become a regular reader, too. I
intend to pass my CRESSETs on
to one of my friends. If all subscribers would do likewise, the
circulation and influence of
this wonderful magazine would
increase tremendously.
If you wish, you may publish
this letter as my contribution toward helping get more subscribers for the CRESSET. May
God bless your efforts greatly .
Glenn L. Naugle, President
Potomac Zone,
The Walther League
Riverdale, Md.

We have bee n reading about the
I[ <he m"""ine <= no< .ell i<relf, i<
has no right to stay in business. The
ea rly difficulties of The National Geomost that we feel obligated to do is to
graphic M aga{ine and the problems
give it a fair chance to sell itself.
which confronted its then-youthful
The best salesmen a magazine can
editor, Gilbert Grosvenor. We found
in the story some interesting parallels
have are satisfied readers. The weeks
to our situation, the most striking of
between now and Christmas are the
best time of the year to sell a magawhich was the warning which Dr.
zme. If, therefore,
Grosvenor received
you have enjoyed
from magazine exreading the CRESperts, that a magaSET and if you
zine which attemptwould like to help
ed to deal with serious matters could
us c o n t i n u e its
steady progress, we
no~ hope to build up
would very much
a large circulation.
appreciate your callWe have received
ing it to the attenthe same warning
tion of those among
several times in the
your friends who
course of the past
few years.
you believe would
Dr.
Grosvenor's
profit from receivreply was to appeal
ing it. The CRESSET is not, and
to his readers. "Get
PllOIILJ:JolS
us enough subscribdoes not propose to
ers" , he wrote them,
become, a "popuCONTiliiiUTOill
lar" magazine and
"and we will give
I'INAL NOTJEI
there is no point to
you a better Magatrying to high-preszine". Here, in a
sure large numbers
nutshell, is the outline of the "promoof people into reading it. A low-prestional plan" and the
"editorial goal" of
sure, word-of-mouth
campaign for subscribers would be
the CRESSET. The slow but sound
growth of the magazine during the
consistent both with the tone and the
past three years has been gratifying objectives of the magazine.
and it has permitted us to make imNext month's issue will deal with the
provements here · and there. With
general area of the fine arts. We are
greater growth will come still more
more than usually pleased with the articles which are scheduled to appear
improvements.
in that issue and we hope to have a
We are not interested merely in publishing a magazine that will sell. We
limited number of extra copies available for readers who wish to send. a
are not, as a matter of fact, greatly incopy or two to some particular person.
terested in selling the CRESSET at all.
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